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CO,IUUNICATION TO IEE 
.COUNCII,
fn an Exchange of Lcttcrs contained in thc Fina1 Act of the Cooperatlon
Agreenente signed with Egypt, Jordan and Syria the Conmunity stated that
it was prcparcd to undcrtake, ln conJunction with those countrles, the
preparatory work on setting cooperation in train and to appralse proJectst
as part of financial and technical cooperatlon, so that decision may be
adopted a6 6oon es thc Agreencnts entcr into force.
Pursuant to this Exchange of letters the Conmission is subnitting in this
communtcation propoeale on the positlon to be adoptcd by the Community
withln the Coopelhtion Councils, whlch, according to Article I (t) of the
Agreements and Artlcle 9 (1) of Protocol tfo 1 to those Agreements must
define the guldcLincs of cooperation and the epecific obJectlvcs of finan-
ciaL and technicaL cooperation. These proposal.s have been drawn up in the
forrn of draft Cooperation Council decisions. Their content will have to
be approved by the two partics concerned at meetinge of the Joint Comrait-
tees set up under the Intcrim Agreenents pending thelr formal- adoption by
the Cooperation Councils after tbe entry lnto force of the Agreements. It
is with the guldeli.nes approvcd in thie tsanner as a starting point that the
preparatory work for economic, technical- and financial cooperation will-
have to be done, on the basis of the Exchange of l-etters referred to above.
The Council wilL find annexcd to this connunication notes on the economic
aad financiaL eituation of the three countriesl these data were col-lected
mainly durlng fact-findlng missions undcrtaken by representatives of thc
Commission and the EfB. In addition, the Bank has col"laborated closely in
drawlng up tlre attached propoeals on the lnplenentation of financlaL and
techntcal cooperatlon.
In drawing up these proposals the Commission took as a starting point the
ldca that Conmunity aid should not, strictLy spcaklnS, be considered as
transfere of resourcee but rather as support for Beasures to be taken to
establish econonic cooperation under Articl,e 4 of the Cooperation Agree-
nents. Sluilarly, the Conmisslon considercd that, for both pol{tlcal and
?.
ccononic reaaons, one of the prfncipJ.es whl.ch it would bc deslrablc to
take as a basis for putting into cffect fir:ranclal and tcchnical coopcra-
tion with'the Mashrcq countries would be ttre financing of operationr:
within the francwork of triangular cooperat;ion.
In the Commissionfs view the work to be done within the Connunity on the
basls of tbis comnunication should be under:taken 60 that agreement 'betneen
the partners on the content of the d.raft Cooperati.on Council decislons can
stil-l be obtained before 20 October 1977. T}ets would ensure that proJects
and echenes are identified and the lnltial financing requests cxamined
before the entry into force of the Cooperation Agreemente Ln accordance
with the Exchange of l-etters contained in 1;he Final Act to cach Agrcement.
1. Ihe folloring objectives are taken as general guiil.elines for the
cooperation to be established between the Conuunity and Bg3rpt for the
benefit of both partiess
(i) Devefopraent of training schenes in order to increase inter alia
Egtptts hunan and tecbrrical potential;
(ii) nevelopment of teohnlcaL assistance within the franework of
lntegrated. projects in order to ensure that the objectives
described. belor are effectively attained';
(iii) Developrnent of industrial arrd. agricultural. potential in order to
lnprove production a,nd. increase capacity and. hel-p to estabLish
aew production areaa and tbereby inprove livingi and working
conclitions;
(iv) fronotion of irdustrial cooperation between firnsl in partioular
in order to facilitate the tra^nsfer of technologyr the d'eveLopment
of private investnent and. establishnent of joint venturesl
(v) Developnent of basic lnfrastrrrcture to increase the efficiency of
Egfptts econonic sYsten.
2. TechnlcaL and. finsncial cooperation wilL be put into effect in
acconlance rith the foLloring principLes:
(i) fvery effort filL be nade to ensure that Conntrnity aid. is used to
support eoonomic cooperation schenes to be lrpl'enented und'er
lrticle 4 of the Cooperation Agreenent.
Hith this erd. in vlewl special. attention will be paid to operations
rhich rould perrit the slnnltaneous use of d.ifferent forns of aid't
in particuLar to operatione ).ikeLy to attract technologrl oapital
and. other benefits resul.ting fron the tnplernentation of the
abovementioned ^ertiole 4;
(if) Connurrfty eid. ueasurea wil} be ctesignedl' to encourage, if possiblel
other suppLiers of furd.s to give aidl in particuLar in the context
of tria.ngular cooperatlon.
7
2.
,. On the basis of the priaciplcs descrtbed at 1 and 2 above and in
the light of the obJectives of Egyptrs dcve.lopnent plan, the aid
specified in Article 2 of ProtocoL No 1 to the Cooperation Agreement
wilL be used in accord.ance with the provisi,ons of that ProtocoL to
finance or part-finance proJects and neasurea which conespond to the
following economic prioritlos:
I. TraininE and techryLc{ aesietance
(i) fechnical- and vocational- training sch,emee, partioularly to train
intermediate-LeveL Lnstructors in the lndustriaL, agriculturaL
and tourist sectorsl
(ti) technicaL assistance to ensure the ellfectiveness of the procesa
of selecting, preparing, cxecuting arrd adninisterlng proJccts;
(lil) Technical- assistance with a vl,err to setting up a centrc for
developmentr training and industrial, technologlcal and conmercial
infornation.
II. Pjvelopmgr-L 
€ 
pJ:oduction
(t) Uoaernization and developnent of industries capable of neetlng;
donestic narket requirements undcr s&.tisfactory ccononic condittons
and contributing to the dlversification of lnterscctoraL trade;
(il) UeveLopnent of industries using locaL raw material-s.
Anriculture
---(i) Devetopment of producttvity and extenslon of l-and suitabLe for
cul,tivation (drainage, irrigatLon, erotJ- protectlon and revitnliza-
tlon) i
(ti) Harnessing of water;
(iii) t'lodernization and dcveLopnent of the narket preparation, storage,
transportatLonf processing and diet:rlbutlon of the nain agricu3-tural
productsr particuLarly so as to rcspond ln the approprLatc nanner
to the needs of the local and rcgional narkets;
(iv) pevelopment of fced-grain productl.on for cxport.
4
7.
rrr.@
Development,,of basic j.nfrastructurer mainly
cstabllsh new production areas and to renovc
inpcdlng the execution and operation of the
lnfrastructure required to
bottlenecks,
proJects referred to under II.
GUIDEI.,INES IAR C WI$I THE HASEM{ITE KIN@OM OF JORDAN
1. fhe foLlowing objectives are taken as general guid'elines for the cooperation
to be eetablished. between the Comrrunity and Jord.a.n for the benefit of both
parties:
(i) Training ained at increasing the technical and occupational skill of
labour, in particular in the conterb of schenes of a regional nature.
(ii) Developnent of ind.uetries, in particular those requiring a relatively
highly skiDed.,Iabour force'
(lii) Prornotion of inclustrial cooperation between firns, in particular in
order to facilitate the tlansfer of teohnologr the development of
private investment and the establishnent of ioint ventures.
(i") Developnent of agricultural production in order to neet the requirenents
of the local and regional narket.
(") Developnent of basic infraetructure to increase tlre potential' of the
Jordanian econon$r and. inprove living and worklng conditions.
Z, Technical ar61. financial cooperation will be put into effect in accord'ance
with the following princiPles:
(i) E\rery effort will be nacle to ensule that Conmrnity aid is used to support
eoonomio cooperation sohenes to be implenented under Article 4 of the
Cooperat ion Agreenent .
With this end in view, special ettention will be paid to operations which
would pernit the simlltarreous use of clifferent forns of aid, in particular
to operatione likely to attract technolory, capital and other benefits
resulting fron the inplenentation of the a,bovenentioned Article 4'
(il) Connunity aid neasures wfI} be clesignecl to encoura€er if possiblet other
suppliers of funds to give aid, i-n particular in the contert of triangular
cooperation.
t
2.
3. on the basis of the prlnclpLes described at 1 and 2 above, and in
the J-ight of the obJectlves of Jordanre devclopment pLan, the aid speci-
fied in ArttcLe 2 of Protocol No 1 to the Cooperation Agreenent w11] be
uscd in accord,ance with the provisLons of' that ProtocoL to finance or
pert finance proJccts and measures which correspond to the following
econonic priorities:
f . frain.ing and tachn-ica] assist.ancc
(i) TechnicaL assietance and training schemes to enabLe technical-
vocationaL training centres of a reglonal nature to be set up
the agricuLtural, industrial and tourisrn eectors.
(ff) Trainlng of lnstructors.
(iii) $cientiflc research, in particuLar on solar energy, the
environnent and 4ata orocessing.
and
for
II. 4ov.eLgpment of prgdqs:tion
fnlugtgy
ProJects aimed at rcducing lnports and
in partlcular those involving the use
at supplylng tbe regional narket,
of'natural resoufcosr
ProJe0ts to help nodcrnize and restructure sna1J.- and uediun-sLzed firns
in the private sector.
AcricuLture
ProJects aimed at increasing the countrllte sel-f-sufficiency in food
or exports to other countries in the region.
So11 protection and revltal_ization.
IfI. Basic infrastructure
(l) Transport infrastructure to inprove the opportunities for e,xpop!,
particularS-y to ncighbouring narkcts.
(if) Baeic infrastructure to cncourage thc dcvelopnent of econonic ac-
tiviticst in particular water euppltcd for dcnscly popuLated arGas
-1I or the opening up of certain rural. alcaci.
1. The following
to be establishect
parties:
objectivessretakenaegeneralguidelinesforthecooperation
between the Conmunity and $yria for the benefit of both
encure that Connunity aid ie used to support
to be inplenentecl under Article { of tbe
(i) d.evelopnent of training schenes in order to inorease Syrtare human
and teohnical Potential ;
(fi) d.eveloprnent of industrial and agricultural potential in order to
inproveprocluctionard.increasecapacity,toimprovelivingand
workingoond.itionsandtoroduceregionaldisparities;
(iii; pronotion of irdustrial cooperation between firns, in particular ia
order to facilitate the transfer of teohnologr antl the establishnent
of joint venturesi ' t
(irr) .develolment of technioal assistance within the fra'nework of integrated
projectsinordertoer:surethettbeobjectivesd.egcribedaboveare
effect ivelY attained';
(v) deveLopnent of basic infraetmcture to increase the effieiency of
Qyrialsecononicsysternandrelationswithne!.ghbouringcountrieg.
2. Technioal anct financia)' cooperation will
with the following PrinciPlea:
be put into effect in aocordance
(i) EVery effort will be mad'e to
eeonomic cooPeration schemeg
CooPerat ion Agreenent.
uith tbts end in view, speclal attention wj'l'l be paid to operations
which wouLd permit the slmultaneous uee of different forns of aidt
in particurar to operations J-tkely to attract technol-ogy, capitaL and
other benefits resuJ-ting from the implenentation of the ebovenentioned
ArticLe 4i
(1r) coromunity aid measures wlLI be deelgned to encourager if poosiblet
othersuppl.iersoffundstogiveaid,inparticulartnthecontcxtr
of triangular cooPeration'
-2-
3' on the basis of the principres described at 1 ard 2 above, and in thelight of the objectives of ffriars deveropment plan, the aid specified. i'Article 2 of Protocor No 1 to the cooperation agreenent wirl be used. in
accord'ance with the provisions of that Pnotocc,l to fina^nce or part-firaanoeprojects and neasures which comespond to the follor+ing eoonomi.c prioritjres:
f.
(i) Technical and vocatiorral traini.ng schenes, particularly to train
interned'iate-level instructors in the irrdustrial, agricultural an6
tourist sectorsl
(ii) technical assistance
selectirrg, preparing,
II. Developnent of production
Industry
to ensure the effectiveness of the process of
executing and. adnj:nistering projects.
(i) Modernization ancl developnent
requirements of the loca1 and
economic cond.itions;
of industries capable
regional narket und.er
of neeting the
satisfactory
(ii) development of
Agriculture
(i) Developnent of procluctivity
(drainage, irrigation, soil
(ii) harnessing of waterl
(iii) modernization and. development
transportation and processing
larly so as to respond in the
local and regional markets.
industries using Iocal raw materials.
and erbension of land suitable for oultivation
protection and revitalizat ion) ;
of th,e market preparation, etorage,
of agricuLtural products, particu-
appropriate manner to the needs of the
flf. lasic infrastr}cture
Developrnent of infrastructure aimed
to the projects referred to at II.
q
at regional development or reS.ating
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I. SUI'I}.'IARY AND CONCLUSION
The Arab Republic of Dgypt has a population of around l8 lt people and
it extends over an area of approximately one million km2. Over )5 f" of the
country consists of desert and all economic activity is concentrated- in the iiile
Delta region. The d.ensity of the inhabitable area is one of the highest in *'he
worLd (more than 1 OO0 persons per tgn2)r and population grorvth remains ve4/ high
(Z.Z 
- 
2.5 /"\ increasing the problem of food. supply, underemploynent and urban
congestion. At 19?5 price and exchange (f) ratesr CNP per capita was estirnatel
at US $ 320.
From the early fifties to the mid=sixties, eoonomic grorv+'h averaged
6 f, p.u. During these years the importance of the private sector declined sharpl.i
and. Epypt became a predominantly public sector economy. Between 1955 and 197+
the rate of economie gror,rth declined to just over I fo p.r. ; lack of econonric
coordination, 1or"r productivity of the public sector, together with the slct'rdo""'n
of agricultural output, and the 196? $Iar were the main factors constraitting
economic growth. After the 1p5'/ war, investments r'rere squeezed by the diversjot:
of resources to d.efense which, together vlith a decline of capital inflotr, tsi;1cF:a'
gross fixed capital formation to 12 fl of 6DP in I)'12. The Rross domestic s'rvit:gs
rate fell sharply af.ter l!6J and remained below I f, 
"t GDP. In spite of a co:':si-
d.erable effort to mobilise the countryrs domestic financial resources, lar;ie};t
by way of taxation, the high level of defense expenttitures and more recently
the growth of subsitLies, especially for food has led to a groiring Sovernrnen'f
deficit. These deficits, although partly financed. by a steady inflor'r of Arab
69rants, brought about -an increase in the publi.c debt with the bankin8 slr-c1sn'
This, in turn, caused a rapid rise in the money supply and thus exaeerbated'
domestic inflationary tendencies. At the same time, the slovrtlown of output anC
the decline of exports, eoupled with rapicLly rising imports prorhrced a large
trade tleficit trhich has led to a growing exterrral debt in. spite of large at';ie-'rnts
of grants from otlier Arab States.
After the october 19?3 v;ar, Presidcnt saclat presented a nei'r eoonot:tie
strategy in his "October I'lorking Paper'r. This strate5'ry is based on an "oiren-i3cr"'
policy and is in essence an attempt to restruc'Lure the econorny fro:'n a bas:eai)i'
centrally controllecl system int,o a more rnarlcet-orientecl- one , r'iith more cr;:'il?31f
on prrbl.ic sector effieiency, increased scope for the privatr-'sector anrl encoura'-
gement of foreign enterPrises.
(r) offic:.al rate us $ 1 = n! 0.3911 t4
In the short run, the realisati.on of the. new economic strategies has
run into problems, many Outside Egyptfr; c^ntrol. Among these are the srow prrrgress
toward's peacer which prerrents a shift Jlrom defense to productive expenditures ;
the world. recession which Ied. to lower capital inflows from western countries ;
and the rise in food and other import prices r.rhich resulted. in very sizeable
balance of payrnents deficits. Interna1ly, it proved difficult to implement a
rapid change in the established bureerreratie str,ucture, and to stimulate the
long d'epressed private sector. Foreign investors too were slow in responding to
Egyptrs n?w economic policy.
In spite of the above mentione<l diffieuLties, GIP increased at a rate oi
around- 3 /, ana 6 f, resp. during L)l{ and, L97S z the sectoral growth perforrn.:,nce
varied considerably from stagnation in agriculture and moderate expansion irr
industryr to stea$r growth in the services sector. However, the public finarrce
a'nd external situation of the country suffered greatly during these years.
The public deficit inereased from EL 5j4 "t in I97l to EL L 347 rr in 19?5 eg i.
of cDP). fn spite of large amounts of grants frrrm otler Arab countries, t5e over.-
all deficit of the balance of payments rose to r+rall over US $ 1 B. The resula,i-n;
forei6in bomolring brought about a sharp increase in the ncn-military exter.l;rl
debt to an estimated tIS $ 5.1 B by the end. of 1975 i repayment obiigations :in
I)'lj exceeded 2J f" ot"foreign exchange earnings. F\rrtherniorer d.ue to an exeessirrc
recourse to short term borrowing, the time profile of the eommcrcial foreir:n
debt became extremely unfavourable. .
As to the struc-ture of the eeonomy, available evicl,ence suggests that,
in spite of a certain reorientation in recent years there are many prohi,erns thai
need to be solved in the near future, amongst uhich one may cite particular.l;r
the foilowing :
- 
seasonal and regionar u,nderemplounen! in agriculture is significant.
Also, in the urban areas, and particule.rly in the service sectorr there
appears to be a considerable amount of r;ncleremplo:/ment s.n,l ernirloj,mert
of Iow productivity. The urreaployment problern of erlucatecl girou.ps ha.s
been partially avoicled by au'bomai,j-car1y provirting jobs in the public
sector to arr universitrl' graduatess but at the cost of oonsiriera.bler
overstaffing. Emigration, especially t<l the neighbouring Arab co'.rnt.ricrr
has only recently intensified. and, a)-tliough it contributecl i;o easin,.:
the. empfoyrnent problen, it has created some shortage of slciIleC- n?niro';.:,;.
K
and technical staff such as trained economists and engineers. As a
consecfuence, technical assistance is urgently need.ed in almost aII
sectors of the E6rptian economy (project evaluation, planning and
impl-ementation, management) .
infrastructure is relatively well-d.eveloped, but has been starved of
resources of investment in recent years which has led. to a considerable
deterioration. i.taintenance, modernisation and extension is therefore
urgently needed., particularly in portsr pol{err transport, telecomrnunica-
tions and urban facilities.
- 
Since 1965, food procluction has lagged behind' population Sroblth.
Increasing food. imports, both in volume and unit value, combined vrith
declining exports have widened. the foreign exchange gap. The slow pro-
gress in agrieulture (+l /'of the labour force, 24 /" of GDP, 33 f" of
export earnings) resul-ted from land' and water constraints, capital shol'-
tage, inad.ecruate price and other incentive policies, inflexible institu-
tional strrrcture and Sub-optimal resource alLocation. The sector suffers
from excessive government rep;ulation, e.€f. of prices, eropping patterns
and rnarketing channels, and this has limited. private initiative and
investment. The marketing and proce'ssing of agricultu::al products rernains
a serious handicap to expansion of agricultural production. A rnajor
result of past price policies has been to cause agriculturers terms of
trade with in{ustry to deteriorate, largely as a means of transfering
resources to the latter sector. There has also been a gradual decl-ine
in the proportion of investment in the agricultural sector and the
supply of esseniial inputs (fertilizers, seed, research, extensj-on:ervices'' '
has shor.ln very littLe improvement. l'lithin agriculturq resource allocaticr:
has been oriented heavily tovrards Land reclamation, thus lintiting
investment in the I'old landdrwhere drainage and soil improvement trave
become major problems. ft appears that land. reclamation }as very ofttrn
proved to be a cost).y and disappointing undertaking, launched i.n nnany
cases without p"oJ"t feasibility sturlies and without ensu::ing the fu11
prod.uctive use of the reclaimecl lands'
- 
Despite some developme'ts in heavy industry (fertil"ize::, sl;eel, cenent),
foo<L pr.ocessing and textiles stiIl dominate the jndustrial sTtg:rt
contributing more than )0 /, of the total value of industrial output'
The public sector still pLays a erucial role in EArypt's inrluetry, acc;d{llf--
ti.ng for 90 !" of annual industrial investment anrl for rnore rha'n ii'-f' ot l L"[o
2
inclustrial value-ad.d.ed.. Private activities have been heavily res'bricted
ancl. little attention has been paid. to the dev.elopment of small scale
private ind.ustries. In recent y€ars, nenufacturing industry has been
held back by lack of capital and foreign exchange, and many planlbs have
been operating far below capacity because of lack of equipment, $pare
parts and raw material. There is substantial wastage of nne+erial inputs
ancl the efficiency is generally low. 0n the other hand, capacity cons-
traints are becoming increasingly serious in major sectors (cemerrt,
fertilizer). A great number of factories are in urgent need of renova-
tion and foreign expertise. Other severe constraj.nts on further develop-
ment of the industrial sector are - : insufficient overall and inter-
industr.y planning, insufficient use of the price system as indicator
of relative scarcities, excess of bureaucracy, low management efllicien-
cy and slow or inconsistent decision-making, lack of decentralisation
and insufficient influence of the state-or*ned. enterprises on decir.sions
regarding prices and employment.
After the war of 1967, the system of medium term planning r.ras abeinConeC
and. replaced by annual plans. A fresh start towards lengthening the plan pericd
was mad.e with the f976-80 d.evelopment Plan, which, however, exists only j.n preli-
minary draft form and is in effect beiry; executed in the form of annual p1ans.
Ihe L975-80 Plan is expected to be finali.zed by the end of August L977 . I'be rnain
maero-economic objectives of the PIan are :
to increase gDP by 11 fo p.^. (in constant prices) ;
- 
to reduce the current d.eficit of the balance of payments to a ler.'el not
exceed.ing capital good.s imports ;
- 
to inclease the share of investnrent to n f' of GDP in l!10 and to raisegross rlomestic savings to-IfTIJFToP at the end of the Plan peri.oci.
The projected increa.se in employment d.uring the five year P1atr peric,,J
is estimated, at 1.2 mill-ion, i.e. an avera€ie 2,4O 000 employment opportunitie,s
per year, as cornpared with the avarage annual incrase in the labour forcer of
more than 325 000. Ilor*ever, taking into consideration the migration of l.a,bour
to neighbouring Arab countries which averaged. ;rround 100 000 p.a. ciurin;l 'bhe
past I years, the overa,ll emplofment situation should shor.r am irn1rrorrrrnnerrt.
l1
The planned amount of lotal investment during the five year period is
around EL ?.8 B orUS $ 19.9 B (at l!',f! constant prices), ancl the general
investment strate5ry differs considerably from previous plans. The 1976-lO Plan
enphasizes the need to improve and expan-d infrastmcture, it give priority to
projects with a short gestation period and it stresses the need. to bring to
completion ongoing projects before new ones are started. A much lar5;er role is
assigned to the private sector, both domestic and foreign, and greater priority
is given to labour intensive projects. Ilowever, the relatively 1ow capital-
labour ratio implied by the Plan (US $ 16 OOO per worker) is somer'rhat misleaclinS,
as a considerable share of the planned investnent relates to ongoing projectst
where sizeable capital expenditure have alrear\r been macle.
About 25 - 30 f" of tlne planned expenditures are earmarked fo" t!tt"-Po"t
and. communic_ation. The Plan identifies indEstry as the key economic sectort
with a growth target of 12 y'" and. an allocation of 24 f" of total investment.
The aim is to modernize existing enterprises, to develop export orien'ued activl-
ties and to assign a mrch large role to the private sector. Iligh priori',y
industries are : construction materials, agro-processing and footl, textilest
chemicals and metallurgr. Although agric'lt're r,r11 only receive 1O fi" of the
plannecl. nerv capital formation, the d.evelopment of this sector is conside::ed of
great importance. Agricrrltural production is expected to accelerate to 3 /' p.a.t
with most of this growth to come from vertical expa.nsion of the I'o1d lands",
following the ongoing efforts to increase the productivity (drainage, soil anci
vrater management, more intensive cropping-patterns, research and extettsion
service)
Relative to Eglptrs past economic performance, and present situationt
the Plan appeaxs to be very ambitious in both its growth and savings targets'
The growth objective of LI (" p.u. represents a substantial acceleraiiou over
the average 3 f, p.a. realised cluring L967-7i. The Plan aims at fina'ncing by 1!lO
more than g,o f" of €iross investmen.t from domestic savin6l:s.'This irnplies thart
consumption will have to be contained and domestic savings, vrhich felI to 1 il
of GDp in I974-7i and financed less than 6 ,/" of investment, tril-1 h:r've to
be raiserl. to 1! /, ot GDP in 1p36' The implicit marginal savings rare of 2) ''l'
is very high for a country at llgyptts sta5;e of cievelopntent. Although past perfcr-
manlces are only a partial guide 
,'to the future grou^"h 1>otentii:'l of tire econon:/'t
as they have been severely biased by a sories of unfavorrrable events, it stj'll'
appeaxs doubtful whether the Planrs targets oan be achieved'
IY
These doubts arise not only because of the ambi'bious macro aspects, but alscr
because at present it would.appear that not enor,rgh projects have been suffi-
ciently studied and advanced to the stage of iinpl,ementation.
The gross foreign exchange requirernents for 1977-?O are currently
estimated at about US $I2.1 B of vrhich US $ 3.6 B in tlJJ alone. l,ithout
creating very serious external debt prbblems, this high level of foreign
exchange requirements could only be satisfied on the assumption tl.tt, in the
next few years, the international community wil.[ continue to provide financi.al
assistance at favourable terms.
In the longer run however, Ef,?rptrs economie potential-rvoul.d appear to
be more promising for +"he folloi.ring reasohs :
- 
the large d.omestic market, the key geog::aphical loeation, a skilled
Labour foree, low wages and the existence of varied. raw materials rvj 11
encourage further industrialisation I
- 
the re-opening and the physieal expansjron of the Suez Canal as well as
the Sumed pipelines shorrld provide consjLderable foreign erchange re'i'en'.:.i';.
Revenues from the Suez Canal are projected to rise from atrout US:l jjO "in L975 to US $ 7oO '!I (1975 prices) by x9n6 ( B /" of total foreign
exchange earnings) i
- 
the future oil produciion of tr)gypt will probably substantially excec:l
domestic requirements thus allorving an j-ncrease in oil exports r.'or:th
an estimated US g 2.5 l{ (:O f" of total lloreign exc}range earnin6s) ;
- 
tourism seems'uo have a considerable po1;ential (projeetion : US $ 5i'l'lin t9n6 i.e. 7 /" of foreign exchange earnings) ;
-'Ilgypt is increasingty exporting skills i.n the form of qualified labo.;r
and this may permit an increasing flow of remittrr.nces.
Ilowever, it id clear that these d-evelopment prospeets hinge to a lars'e
extent on the progress torvards peace in the l.liddlle East and on the country's
ability to attract external capital and technolc,fiI . -|'urthermore, a consideraple
effort is necessary in order to realize the struLctural changes which the Govt:l'::-
ment intends to enforce during the Plan period, namely :
- 
ensure a more efficient resource allooation through a more consistent
overal.l plannitrg effort and an imix'oved coordination in er:onomic pcl!eu'
ancl d.ecision making I
- 
contain eonsumption and increase nationa,l savl.ngs I
- 
redesign the eountryrs price and exehange rate policy in order to
reflect more effectivell' economie scarcities and to brin11 l:bout ;rn
improved allocation of .r'esources. The reduciion of prj.ee sulc;idies
and the adjustment in the interest rate str:ucture is of consirler.-:.i:,1c:
importance i
. 
- 
improve the efficiency of the public enterpr:ises I
- 
improve the time-profile of external d.eb.b.
l0rl\
GENSRAL FEATURESII. E FEATURES
1. Geography and Physieal Resources
The Arab Republic of Erypt, with an area of approximately one million k:irl ,
fies irr the north-eastern corner of the African continent'' Over 96 f" of lh:e
territory consists of desert and. marches, and only about 3.5 /" is permanentl;r
settled ; with an estimatect 1976 population of around lR l{, the density of the
inhabitable area (Wi.fe valley and the Delta) is I 085 persons pe1..km2, one of
the highest in the world.
The climate is generally warm and arid, with rainfall ranging from 20c rn.
in the north (Alexand.ria) to 8O mm or less in the south. As a result of defj.r:ier'"
rainfall, agrieuftural activities largely d'epend on irrigation waters from t}le
Nile. l{ajor crops are cotton, rice, wheat, maize, sugar caner many types of flui'ri
and vegetables.
Esptappearstohavesizeableoilandgasreserves,atpresentnot;'et
completely assessed. oil production, which totalled approximately 16 i{ t in I91( '
is projected at 35 11 t by 1!8Q' i'resent gas production is about 1'2 B m3 which
covers local recnrirements.
l.finerals presently being exploited inclucle phosphate, manganeset iron oie
and -salt. Very sizeable -phosphate. deposits (concentration of phosphoric acid
around 30 l,) have been identified at llamrawein and Abu Tartur (f I t), lut pla"ns
for their exploltation are at .an early stage ; other recent d'iscoveries inclu'ile
copper, lead and zine.
Although the transport infrastrrrcturg is relatively well developedt
mo<lernisat.ion and extension is urgently require'J. A railways network of 4 oOc i:r:l
and a roacL transport systcn of 26 OOO km, 12 OOO of which are pavedt connect
Cairo vlith the main oenters of the country. River transport is extensively used'
especially in the Delta.
2A
The ma1.1g-pgllg of the country are AlexanjLria, fort
Cairo and Alexandria are.the major airports of the co'untry
tional standard.
III. POPULATION AND E'{PLOY:.!E1{T
Sald and Suez.
ecJuipped to interna-
Eryptrs population is estimated at around.38 I.l in 1976, eurrd its grovrth
rate lies in the 2.2 lo 2.5 /" range. Enigration to neighbou::ing Arab countrj-es I
especially of skilled people, has become importan.t in recent years ; some
estimates put the number of Egyptians living abroad. at around. t rittion persons.
This braindrain has created some shortages of tra,ined. manpower.
Table I
Employment by Economic Scctor
(1) includes construction, utilities and. transport.
Total- employment was estirnated to be over ! i,! in 19'15. The structu::e of
employment, as shoi+n in Table 1, reveals thatthe agricultural seetor, abso::b:i ng
nearly half of the total labour force, is stil-1 \f far the most inrportarrt sorr:co()
of employment.
Due to a steady migration of manpower andagrovring overstaffing of I,.r:'l.l1 :ic:
services, as a result of a delibera.te Government policy, u.ne;nployment is a.L
presenb low. Uncleremploynrent hol..rever, both in the public s:ector arrrJ in :.r.gri<;u.L t:-rr',
is consid.erable. In future years, it j.s expected. that the '.rnemployrnenl prob)-ei,i
will inevitabl.l'become more serious, due to the yr)ung age of the po1-.ulation irnil
the likely d-pop in the size of tLe armed forces.
Agriculture
Industry (t)
Services
r970 r97i
Thousands of
persons /"
Thousauds of
pe.sons f"
4 O4B 48,9
r 672 2O.2
2 
'54 
30.-9
4 21.2 t;6.r:,
r 9o7 21. I
2 glc 32.:]
IOTAL q 274 100.0 9 037 1oo.o
n,lA
rv. RECENT ECONO]'{IC DEVELOPI,IENTS
1. General
From the early fifties to the mid.-sixtiesr economie grovrth averaged
around 6 $ p.a. During these yearsr the importance of the pri"vate :ector sharply
d.eclined and. Egypt became a predominantly public sector economyt not only by mean'=
of ownership of the major factors of ploduction, but also throug,h extensive
control of all sectors, including agriculture'
During the period betvreen 1965 and -I9?4 economic growth cleclinecl to just
over 3 fo p,a, The lack of coordination in planning, the lovr productivity of
the rapidly expand.ing public sector, and the slovtdown of growth in agricultural
output, were the main factors constraining ecotromic gronth. The l-957 war el:acer-
bated these difficulties, as rnilitary expenditure rose rapidly and investments
were further reduced. A high level of public expendi-ture led to a gror'ring
Government deficit vrhich, although partly financed. by a stea{r inflow of Arab
g;rants, brought about an increasing public indebtedness rvith the bankinS systcrn'
This in turn cause<l a rapid rise in the money supply and thus strengthened the
internal inflationary. tend.encies. At tlte same timet the sfowdovtn of output ancl
the decline of exports, coupled with rapidly rising improts, produce'i a I'al'ge
trade deficit. As a result, the external debt increased rapidly in spite of 1ar;:t
capital transfers from other Arab States
The october 1973 war brought about radical changes in the internatj onal'
political and economic climate, and. gave an opportunity to covernntent to initiaie
structural changes in the lJ6ryptian economy. These changes were incorporated
in Sarlatrs ,,October Working Paperrr presented in 1974, and are based on the so-
called- r'open-door,, policy. In esseuce, this policy is an attempt to restritc"ure
the economy, transforming it from a basically Government controlled sysberrt inbc
a more market-oriented one, with less centraf colrtrol-t more enph:-rsis on pt:irlic
sector efficiency (in Government and enterprises), increased soope f'or ti''e pr1r''a';
sector, and encoura6;ement of foreigr enterprise'
In the short run, the realisation of thc netr economic stratcSi.es hi;'l; got
into problems, many outside lDgyptts control. Among these are the slott pl'ogress
toward"s peace, which prevents a shift from defence to produetive o>:penrlitulrer] ;
the l.rorld recession r.rlrich led. to lorver capital inflo'*'s from r'lestern eottrtl'ies ;
L?/
10
and. the rise in food. and other import prices which resulted. in very sizeable
balance of payments deficits. fnternally, it prolred difficult to implernent a
rapid' change in the established bureaucratic structure, and. to stimulate the
Iong d'epressed' private sector. Foreign investors too were slow'in responding to
Egyptrs new economic policy.
The above mentioned. difficulties did not in fact constrairL actual growth
of GDP which increased by 6 {" i'n 1975 thanks to the effort of reconstruction anc
repairs. The sectoral growth performanee varied. consid.erably from stagnatj.on in
agriculture and moderate expansion in industry, to stea$r growth i.n the Services
sector. However, the external position and the public finances'suffererl greatl;r
during this period. In spite of large transfers from other Arab countries, the
foreign bomowing necessary to balance the cument account defioj t brouglt ab,c t
a sharp increase in the external d.ebt to an estimated, US $ 5.f B by the end. oti
1975 i repayment obligations in 19?5 were as high as 27 /" of the total foreip-.::
exchange earnings. tr"urtlrermore, due to an ercessi..ue recourse to short term
borrowing, the time profil.e of the commercial forr:ign d.ebt became extremely
unfavourable.
2. P:inglpar seetors of the dconomv
rn 1975 Egyptrs GDP, measured in cument prices, reacheri EL d s5l :r
(us $ 11 B9o lI), equivalent to a per capita ineome of EL 12) (around US $ 3:o)(rr.
'lhe d.eveloprnent o; $)P1 by sector and measureA in constant prices, is i1lust:.a,-
'f,ed in Table 2.
As shorvn in Table 31 the l1rmaly_Egctor, i.ncluding agriculture anC fishe-
:cies, showed a marked decline in its growth rate over the periocl 1!5I an..i I)1i.
llhe reasons for this are manyfolcL, but inad.equa'Le price and incenti.ve polieies
ooupl.ed with capital shortagesr as well as lancl anLd vrater limitations have been
r;ing1ed..out as the principal factors constraining the gror.rth of agricirltural
output.
The secondary seotor maintained a grovrth rate exceerling tha1 of GIF in
sipite of severe difficulties. Lack of capital and. foreign exchange, <;o.:pie.l
r.rith shortaplcs of spare parts and,rair materials have playeci an irnpo:rt;rnt rc,le
in limiting the grorvth potential of this sector. The neglect of small anC r,eij-rrri
sroale industries and the restrictions on private initiatives have frrrther:
constraineci economic activity.
(1) Converted at the official rate of US $ - Et 0.3913.
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3.
On the contrary, the lgiiglU-glgr i'ncluding
Government services, has shown'a tendency to accelerate
thanks to the widening of pubfic sector activities
transport, trade and
its growth rate chieflY
B f" fo less than I f of CDF
be financcd mainlY from caPital
Table !.
Structure of Resource U-qq
Table 4 illustrates the development and stnrcture. of resource use for
the last five years ; all figures are in eurrent prices' During'this period't
the national resource use consistently exceeded GDP, growing from 10i f" of GlP
in L91ofT to 125 f" in tg1i. This trend generated. large deficits on the external-
resource bal-ance, which caused a rapid. increase of externaL debt, in spite of
the fact that Erypt received. sizeable tranfers, mainly from Arab oil proCucing;
Gulf States.
Domesiic consumption has been allowed to grow at an estimated- TL fo p.a.,
compared to GDP grovlth of around 9 /o, neasured in current prices' As a resul*",
its claim on domestic resources increasecl from 9Z f" Ln ]9?on]- to the entire
oDP in 19?4 ; in the following yearr the countryrs consumption el'en exceeded its
domestic prod.uct.
gross i"vestmen! throughout these years stagnated' at a relatively 1o'"'
levelrclaimingonaverageL3,4'ofGDP'Inl)lQ'grossinvestmentincreasectc
IB f" ot GDP, to rise further to 24 /" of GDP in L975. Available data ind'icate
that during the period 19?O an6 L975t well over 90 f" of tot'al investment ttas
undertaken by the public seetor. Private investment expenditures appear to have
been limited. to agriculture and' housing'
As gross domestic saYings d'ropped from
betvreen 19?0 and 1975, fixed investment had to
transfers and external borro"rings, as shown in
l. Public finanee
The public sector in ESlpt consists of the central covernrnent' Ioca1
€tovernments and public authorities. covernment owned companies are trea"ted 
es
autonomous a5;encies, and their financing is kept outside the Governmcnt budgelar;'
system.
. The filancial situgtlon of the publ-ic sectof has since )'97OhL beerr
characterise<l by a growing imbalance betvteen revenues ancl expenditures' -
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Tlhe main reasons have been the continuing need :Por heaqy defence expend.itures,
and the political decision to protect consumers from rising food. costs thro."rgh
budgetary subsid.ies.
As shown in Table 6, cument revenues increased. over the perio,:f frorn
E;t 869 Id in llJl to EL L 946 tt in 1g?5, corresponding to 27 f" and. )3 f" of ctp
rr3sp. The revenue structure d.id. not r;hange much over these years, with d.irect
taxes contributing 16 y'" of total revenues, indir:ect taxes 43 f" and. transfers
f:rom pubLic enterprises around. 25 f". The structure of cument expenditure r.rculd
alppear to have changed, chiefly as a result of the rapid risq in price subsiriy
piryments, which in f9?5 accounted for lB fo of trcttal current expend.iture.
However, the presence of the I'Emerg"n"y Fund. Deficittr hides the impact that
defense expend.itures have on the structure of Government finance. This F\rnd
receives most of its income through Arab grants and covers special defence and
reeonstruction expenditures.
Government savingg have been ne6ative in. 1974 and r9?5, while 1:ubl:ic
investment rose to DL 9I3 ''{ tn l)lJ, equivalent to 20 fo of GDP. ?he result:i:-,g
derficits which increased. more than threefolil, ancl rose from 10 f, of GDp in iljl-
tct 2j f" in t975, have been financed mostly through domestic borroni.ng (Cei:ts
wi.th the banking system, social insurance and pension funci.s, savings a.nC pcs:a1
cerrtificates) ; hovrever, in recent years inereasing use of external sou.:.cei; h::.s
beren mad.e. 
-
As no menti.on of Arab grants
legitimate to assume that the entire
were all-ocated to the Emergency Fund
could possibly absorb a large amorurt
is mad.e in the budget it would apFear
amount of transfers (over US 3 I ts in lljji
thus indicating that defencg_e{pendj t:lre.s
of the Ara'b grants reeeived by Eg;;;:-..
l. The Sa4king S.ystem, i{one:1. and Crerlit
The banking systeq in Egypt comprises thrg Central Bank, four coninei,c:ai
(nationalised.) banks, several dpecialised investment banks, ancl a grov;i.ng n.,i;r?:er
of foreign or joint venture private banks. 
"onet:r4/ co.Jrtrol is in the hancs cf
the Central Bank which almost exclusively relies on ccrntrolling nroneta.;.y e.;::.':r:.-.jc,.
by changes in the bankts loan/deposit ratio, at present a maximum of (,1 ,:'.
';s
TABLE 6 
- 
COVERNMEI,IT REVENUES AND EXPEilDIR,RES 2 '197O/7'l - 1976
(in aillions of E pounds)
19?O/71 19X2 1973 1974 1975
1976
Pre l.
Aciual
Structure in S
1970/71 | 1976
CURRINT REVENUE OF fiE CENTRAI- GOV€R''|MTNT
of rhich : Direct Taxes
lndi rect Taxes
Local Governaunl
Public Econonic Scctor
0ther
CURRENT EXPENO I TURE OF'IIIE CFNTRAL 6OVEiiNMENT
of rhich : Cent.al Governsent
Local Govcrnnent
'' Publ i c Econ. Scctors
Subsl di es
COVFRNMFNT SAVINGS
gg3
143
362
56
188
120
1t7
702
615
46
11
903
146
375
58
181
145
792
688
42
:
111
9!1
?'14
51
95
93
1 0'13
161
596
60
264
133
1 180
176
450
65
355
174
1 327
?79
61
8?
400
L7
1 541
226
'629
92
38l
213
1 691
885
91
95
622
1Sn
t-sq
317
836
a?
495
2'15
Leg
1 071
101
121
500
1S0
100
16
42
o
22
14
100
&
6j
100
16
45
4
25
'12
100
60
5
?
a
INVESII,IENT EXPEND I TURE
EI4iRGENCY FUN0 DEFIC lT
(- t
(-)
558
127
414
225
451
143
56s
34
913
2a4
6W
250
OVERALL DEFICI T
lrllffi
FIIIANCED 8Y :
99!9!I$_99!9Ir,r9 (nut I
of rhich :. Social Insurance and Pension Funds
Savi ngs Cert i fi cates
Postal Savings
Jihad Bonds
Banking SYsten
Other
EXTERNAL BORRoIIING (netl
- 
518
318
188
2t
5
79
25
-52a
510
211
32
9
14
Tt.
164
18
- 
534
485
221
58
10
1t
185
15
51
- 
746
612.
245
43
18
5
514
29
94
-1 34?
1 154
255
50
't7
00
54
193
- 
950
TN
270
54
19
404
23
180
, 100
lc0
59
.:
25
9
100
81
?J
6
2
2
19
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The specialised investment banks include lJ regional Agricultural and
Clooperative Credit Banks, two mortgage banks and an industrial tlevelopmenib bank.
T'he latter, the Development fndustrial Bank of Egfrpt is newly formed join'ib
!'enture between governmen.t, the Bank of America and the fnternational Fineince
Ciorporation.
As shown in Tab1e J, domestic 
_Lfgfi{ijg has been growing, over the perio:
cronsid.ered., at a rate well above that of Cl)P. The resul.ting twofold increzrse
of the guantity of money and quasi-money in eirculation contributed. signillicanfl-'
t;o the inflationary forces at vrork in the country. The monet.ry. 
"*pr.sion vias
.ftelled by a rapid growth of domestic credit. Claims on Government rose sharply
a,fter the I9?3 war, as public savings d.isappeared and the gror'ring ,ievelopnnent
expenditures had to be entirely financed through borrov.ring. Liker+ise, clairns on
the private sector started to rise after t97J mainly as a resu.i L iJf more l-iber'al
import regulations and a surge in constru.ction activities.
In'lerest rates are fixed by the Central llank in close cooperat.ions vrith
Covernment : they are rarely used. as a tool of economic polic;r, and the di.scou:r'i;
rate was unchanged. for 1{ years. I{owever, in I)'15 it was raised from 5 to (> i
and it was further inereased in early 1977 Io tihe present 7 1, i?ates on sa.vinEs
d.eposits a.nd. postal'savings books have been inc,reasecL to (, f, I in oi"der tc, encou-
r'age savin6;s, these earnings have recently been made tax exempt.
fnterest rates in ligypt are well below the r.ate of profit an.l tend. to
Iead to a serious misallocation of resources, cieusing distortions in the econoni.''.
ft is therefore 
"""ogrri""tt by the Gorre:nnment that, in order to prorrrote increasell,
domestic savings and a more efficient allocatio:r of credit, it is neeessar;r to
raise substantially the level of interest rates.
6. Pti"gg md joe"*,
Erypt has made extensive use of price su.bsid.ies anrL admirristrr-bive
eontrols over wages and. einployment in its pursu:Lt of social objeetives. This
poliey has created a complex system of prioe ilnd rent cont::ols, sr-ibsi(lies (f)
and rationing sohemes. Its eeonot:ric consecluences are a priee ancl vrage $"ruo'riir?
t,hat are unabLe to provide guid.ance for efficient resource allocaticn.
(t) Rrtce subsid.ies increased frorn EL 93 :f in 1!)'/3
(fc f,o{_lovernment current expenditures or i3
Ir.
to lit (22 :1 in I)'i:1
f .of cilr).
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A measure of the impact of price control is given by the relatively
small increases in the availabre price indexes shown in Tabre R.
Table R
Price' fndexes z I)12-I)?6 (Jime)
L973 r974 r975 L975
---@r")---Consumer Index for Urban Population
of which : Food. & beverages
trIholesale Index(@ffinles)
'7.2
lr).2
I().5
10.4
ri.2
L2,11
9.9
L2.?'
5.9
7.7
ll.0
4.0
Source : Central Agency for Public l'lobilisation and Statisti.cs
tlages and salaries are controllect by Governme:rt chiefly as a mean to improve .r
the d.istribu-tion of income. Controls are main.ly based. on sti:.tutory wage rninirnt,
fringe benefits and incentive bonuses.
J. Balance of Payments
Egyptrs balance of payments, as shor.ln in Table t, is ciraraeterisecl. b.y
a growing trade deficit which is only partly offset by earnings from selvices
and unrequited transfers. Although in recent;rears the.)g11jsl aqgo,rnl has often
been positive, the overall or basic balanee has shown a grovring tleficit, rising
to well over US $ 1 n in 1!l!. Cros€-external rqserves in golrl. and foreigl
exclrange at the end of L)'15 were only US $ 350'1, hard.Iy sufficient to cover one
month of imports. Net'foreign exchan$e assets holtever shovrcd. a rapi.rtly rising
negative balance reaching Ut 1OiO or" US $ 2.'i'B in l)lj,
fn recent years imports have increaseil rapi.dly and in L]'1.1 they totallci
US $ 4 ,5 Bt equivalent to almost 3n !i', of GDP. The increase in impor'us can be
mainly attributed. to the rapid rise in foreigrL priees, coupled wjth'bhc': r:ou-nir';./'r:
chronic deficit in food stuffs that in l)lj accounterl for around,25'!,,of the
total import expenditurer. Preliminary 19?6 fig:ures indir:ate tirat erpon,l-''-ture
on imports vrill likely decline in absolute'berms,l hor.reve::, it is e>:pcr:ted- ti'ri-'i;
export revenues t*i1l still barely cover half of the cost of imports.
r '')t9-/
9 - I}ALANCE OF PAY}'IINTS 3 19ZO-?51' {tn nr}llonB of US doller0l
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
c'rt, ,,{ljlllagllgs
Inporls cif
Irpo.ts fob
Trade 61136g-
fravel
Shipping
Suer CanaI
All othcr
Non Factor Se.viges (ncl)
Iorkers Reili ttancrs
lnterest on Debts
Cooni srions, 0ividendg
Oyn fxchange Inports
Factor Serviccs (net)
I -01?35&S[eVrCtSGd
Unrequi tcd TransferS
(of:hieh Governrcnl)
il _ CtJi:iFr,lT t^iCtj:iT
#rsld
clot taL tnar;s,riT r0N5
Mediun & Long Terh Loang (ncl)
Supplierer Credit
0l,her ltets
il l - cAD tTAt Aac'r.i'lT
e
. 
€rrore and Omissiona
tv - ovicAtl ^D laslC aitAricEawE#
- 
't 244
850
- 
394
I zoo
811
472
- 1 65'r
1 003
- 661
-1191
't 674
- 
't 817
-1417
1 Vt1
-29?r
55
-7
82
-36
73
-1
90
-21
96
-2
-50
58
151
-/t
-17
110
23
85
141
14,,
b
-42
20
-56
e1
-75
2A
86
- 146
:
-51
189
- 206
7?
16
76
Y)7
- ]19
t>
16B
jlr
- 
485 - 466 - 55'l -1652 - ) 4,::')
279
(268 )
- 
205
295
l28e l
751
17251
77
1 305
{1 264}
- 326
1
l?it
d11
60
7
79
14
28
151
40
- 
117
-{
- 
Ol
- 
117
-12
-59
- 
191
257
8J
]E
173
I
- 
157
-7 -10 -15
- 53?
n... (2)
1:2',
1) Totats r.y not rdd duo to rounding
2l Includcd in 0tl,,lr ltcn6 under Gepitrl Trrnslctions
W : Ccntr.l Brnk of ggyPt, IHF
)7
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As shown in Table $, the value of expor'l;s doubled in l)lt1 and llJi a,s
compared with f!11/J2, reaching some US $ I 569.y1 iri 1!J!, equivalent to 1l I
of GDP. llost of this growth can be attribrrbed to price increases. Agricultura}
exports, led by cotton, are still dominant accounting for over 3l f,, of total
exports in value terms. Yarns and textiles, and petroleum follow in order of'
importance.
The data preserrted in Table ! underline the importance of the unreeuiiei.
transfers and the workersf remitiances in offset,ti.ns the trade deficit as the
tvro items together accounteil for approximate]y 9tO /" of total expor.t receipts
during I97t+-75.
An analysis of the d.irection of tracle reveals that Egyptrs major sup;:)ier.i
are !'.lestern Europe and ttre USA, r*hile the IISSR share, althougir sti1l supplyinl:
almost 20 11, of total imports, has declined in recent years. On the contrary,
most of the countryrs exports continue to flor.' to Eastern Europc and in pa: ii<-::-
lar the USSI?, generally in the context of bilateral a6lreements.
Recently, in an effort a.imed at culbiirg imports and encouragi.ng exp?:'-s,
the exehan[.:e rate s]isbem has been restr"u,etureC on a tv,'o-.tier basj-s. The offi c:'.1
rate (worth 76 /. more in terms of forelgn e>:chan61e tha.n the paral.l-el rate) i:,
used for the payment of the imports of strategj.c comrnodi'uies, l.rhile any othe:'.'
type of imports has to be paid usi.ng tlie more expensive parallel ra'fe, A.t pr,:'r,r,n'.; 
,
approxirnatefy 75 f;,of imports are trarrsacted. at the parallel excllanfle ra'!e.
B. The llxternal jlebt
As shown in Tab1e 1O, ttre external_ ncn-rnflilgff ,t"t!. rras estima'ieri ai-;
US $ 5.7 B by the end of Septernber 1976, r'rhereas the oorresl;onding service
payments tota]led US $ 950 ld eopivalent to a debf serviea ratio of almost )O .;':,
In add.j.tion, I)pX7pt has macle incleased recor)rs)e to siror:t-term b;r.nk credit of
rvhich sonie US $ 1OZ3 l{ ivere outs'banding commitntr:nts at the enrl of I()'1"1 .
Although this fig.ure had been reduced to an estinated US $ 4,97 lr by year-el.i
1!16, these short-ternr obligations are puttin6l increaserl pressure on l)i,ypt's
external liquidity position. Government j-nteniis lbo use the large ir.nounis of
unrequiteri transfers obtained in 1977 to el-inina,'b,e thcse banlt cre,lits anci so
improvc tJre time prclfile of the,er:ternal t1ebt.
\"
Table 10
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Sumnary of External(mi}lion US Debt 
(non-military)
dollars )
End of period 1974 L975 September 1!15
l"b!, disbursed and outstanding
Debt Service Payments
2 760
,,8
5 101
680
2 297 2 555
24.3 26,5
5 670
950(ovrn estimate)
lu5
(Governrnent
estimate )
29.9
Export Earninf,s(gootls, non-factor sert'ices,
remittances)
Debt- Service Ratio (y'")
source : IBRD External Debt Tables (r9tr) and information supplied by coverr:r''relL.
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:TAJOII ECOI{O],lIC SECTO:?S
Agricultgre
.Value-adcled
Exports
Employment
24 i4'
,f'
40'/,'
of
of
ol'
GDP
total exports(1)
the labor force
Agricultu-ral activities in Egypt are limitecl to the iiile r"alley and the
Delta area. The total cultivable land represents 2,5 ,4" of the national territory
and covers 1{.j li ha, incl. the I.[,1 ha of 'tnev; land't gainel since the
completion of the Astran dam. It is important to u-nderline that the area undt:r
crops is almost double the cut[ivable landsr due to the ye<]r-rouncl availabilit;"
of r.rater.
Althoug)r the Land refol'm of the sixties left agrieul'uure in the hancs
of the private sector, it radically chan6;ec1 the structure anc or6lanisa'cion of
agricultural procluction. Ilarmers ha.ve been groupoiin coopera.bives arrd faliir sirzt:s
have been limiterj to lOo ha per farmer', vrith the result +'l:a.t 9);1 of hc;lrii-n1"s;
are less L2 ha. I\rrtherrnore, cropping pa-tterns are partly clecidetl by n'tei"nsr cf
aclminisbrative proced.ures limitiirg the choiee of the cooircratirrcs a'ird"Ljre {'ar:':c;';
(1 ) lf processed,agnieultural
see Annex 2.
products are included, then agriculture accounted for" 60'5 'q" of e/:l;,;fts:
i2li
Table 11 ancl Annex 3 show the structure of output : vegetables,
cotton and. cereals are the principal crops. Cotton is of funciamental import,ance
to the Eryptian economy, providing about 24 {, of total exports in the fo:nn of ra:;
cotton and over 3A /. as yarn and. textiles. The dornesiic procluction of ce::ea1s
does not cover internal d.emand and imports of foodgrains have, in recenl; yeais,
aecounted for the bulk of food. imports. Chiefly due to the deficit of fooci6;rairrs,
imports of agricultural products (nf ?fO l{) are considerably lnrger than tlie
exports. generatecl within the sector (nf 4lO lt) o .
Agricultural output increased at a rate of \ fi p.a. fro,n t!j6 to I)(5 ;
since then, growth has slowed dom and during the last decade tlre increase in
output has been below 2 'ii p,a. On a per capita basis, agricultural prociuctiol Lar-
therefore stead"ily d.eclined. Annex I indicates that cotton pro<luction fel1
sometrhat in recent years, lvhile output of cere,als has stagnated since 79(;c/'iC
after rapicl growth in the early sixties. Production of fruits and vegetatrles,
the prices of trhieh are not controlled, has generalIy increasert. Livestoc:k
products have also sho'wn steady gror+-bh, althcugh rneat and milk production irirs
not kept up with population grovrth.
The slow agricultural progress can be rexplained by la.nd. :r.nd wa.ber cons*
traints, capital shortage, inadequate price anri incentive policies, inflexi'clc
insti butional structure and sub-optimal resouroe allocation. Tlie seotor sufiers
from excessive Government re65u1ation, e.[f. of ;prices, cropping patterns a,:rci
marketing channels, which has limited private :initiative anri investmen-r,.
fn general, Government prlce and marketing pol:icies have not sufficientl;,'
enoouraged. prod.uction o.f the major crops. As a result of past price policieq t.here
has been a deterioration of agriculturers terms of trad-e nith industry, lar';.:l;;
as a means of transfering resources to the latlber sector. The srrpply of escential-
inputs (fertilizer, seed, research, extension services) has shown very litii.e
improvement, and the level of investment :Ln the agri.cultural seetor har:
,gradually declined. Further.more, thc allocaticn of investments has becn olie.1-.,.,
lheavily 'bowards land rec"lamation. These new irriga-tion and land leclamation
'projects have proved to be extremely capital intcn-.rive, anc! 5-.iven the shorl,r-; i:
,cf fund-sr the emptrasis on horizontal clevelopment of aE:riculture has 1ed to a
neglect of the vertical development on existing; rbL:i*Iirx1s". The latter is in n:.::;'
:nespects tlie more diffiorrlt, because oI' traditi.o:r:.1 cultivatj.ort 'r,ecitniouest
r:st.ablished. croppi.ng paiterns a.rid. fz'aprmenbed. leundholdings. jiot.:ever, it is i,r-g1
the more productive rlevetr opment stratergy, and {'or. }easons having to do vtli,h sc j -
\{
J
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Structure of AgriculturaL Production
(for 1975, in currenc prices)
'Value
(nillion b E)
Vegetable
Cotton
,Maize
I'Iheat
Fruits
Rice
Sugar Cane
Sorghum & BarleY
Beans
Onions
Other
A11 crops
Livestock & Fisheries
Total Agricultural Production
Source ; Ministry of AgricuLture
l70l loo.o
a|..'..:-ffffi-..w4rrd1@
248
t70
r4l
.t04
loo
98
59
37
24
l9
r20
I 120
581
Share
(/")
t4.6
to.o
8.3
6.1
5.9
5.8
3.s
2.2
1.4
l.l
6.9
6s.8
34.2
)Y
'r1.6
exhaustion and rising water tables, also the mo,re urgent. Projects in this
category includ.e drainage and soil amelioration, which would raise the prod.uc-
tivity on the old lands, while halting further yield losses. It appear.s that
sroil deterioration due to high groundwater tables is progressive, and. that
without eorrective action, the affected. agricultural lands may be Iost altogethe:-.
2. Petroleun and gas
ln I)'16, the Sina1 oil fields were returned to Eglpt and petroleurn
production regained the early t97ots level of output (fe ll tons p.a.).
Xtomestic requirements.are around. B l{ tons, leaving a sizeable su:rplus for expor.:.
Intensive exploration is at present und.er way, and. recent indications tend to
support the Governmentrs production forecdst of J! 1.1 tons p.a. by 19iO (f').
The present production of gas is over I l{ ml/d.qy, but recent exploration a,ctivi-
ties indicate that the future output could increase consiclerably. Four fellinerie':,
with a total capacity of around 11 I{ tons p.a. are in the process of being
expanded and remodernized after having suffered. severe war d.amages.
l. @ufacturing and mining
Value-add.ed
Exports
Employment
20.f"
35 f,
13 f,
of GDP
of total e:xports
of labour force
The long term growth rate of the seetor, although tending tor.rarils; a,
d.ecline over time, has been well over ! f, p.u., chiefly thanks to thc Coverrnr;rent
effort aimed at developing import substitution iectivities. As a con$equencc,
the structure of the m?nu&cturing sector (see'lable,. 12 anct Annex 4) is cl;Larac-
terized by the predominant position of agro-basr:d. ind.ustries such as textiles,
beverages; food. and cigarettes. These industries account for over (>l f. of {p:osEr
value-ad.d.ed of manufacturing and contribute 6j flt" of the seetorrs expcrts.
l{ost of the large and medium scale ente:rprises are publie).y o'.lneC I
t)he.y account for 7; f, of inrlustrial value-acld.ed. and 50 ,4 of anmral investment'.
Ernp.loyment in the public sector industry has ber>n estimated at ot'er 600 000
p,eople. The role of the private sector is limited to small anrl tnedium scale
units notably in textiles, food and. l.eather gootls. ilecent meinsur(rs ainrld
at enoburagj.ng private initiative shorild in thc short,/nrediu;n te::m tencl'bo pror:-
new activities in the private s'ector.
(t) ttris sould leave an exportable surplus of about 25 ll tons by 1980 equtvalent to an estinated US $ 2.5:
at present prlces (almost 30 I of projected forelgn exchange earnings).)q
a.l
Table I 2 Structure of Manufacturing Industry (l) in 1975
INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
PRODUCT ION PUBLIC
SECTOR
OWNIiR-
SHIP (%)
EXPORTS
GROSS
VALUE
Million E L)
SHARE
(percent )
GROSS
VA].UE
Million E t)
SHARE
(percent
Spinning & Weaving Products
Foods tuff s
Chemi cals
Engineering Products
Meta.llurgical Products
Building Materials
Wood Working
Leather Products
T o T
690
698
267
221
r65
93
40
87
2 261
30
3l
l2
to
7
4
2
4
too
73
79
76
82
89
82
0
o
74
t06
39
r6
.19
ll
4
ll
25
231
46
r7
.1
8
5
n
5
to
loo
Source : Ministry of Industry and Mining
(l)Norincludedinthesestatisticsarethefollorvingindustrialsectors,
which are those not under the direct responsibility of the Ministry
oJ lndustrY and Mining
:defensercottonginningrflourmilling'bakeryproduction'teapacki.ng'
printing, pn.rmrle,rticals and production of village industries. Ttrese
arenotunderthesupervisionofthellinistry'buthavebecnallocated
to other niiiistries or organisations'
ao
In spite of seriorts difficulties caused-. 'by shortages of capital and
foreign exchange, manufact;uring has proved. to be rlne of the most dJ'narnic seetor'::
of the economy. Even so, t;he sectorrs development has fallen short of its poter-
tial, which is usualIy corrsid-ered signil"icanl 6[i,ef1] due to the availability
of a rvell-trained. labour f'orce, a large domestic market and a central loca-biort
vis-i-vis the entire lliddl.e East market.
The lack of planni.ng and excessj-ve centralisation in d.ecision-making
greately ad.ded to the diflliculti-es encoru:rtered by the sector. As a.-'i)nseqluence,
many plants have been worlling below-eapeicity, productivit;r has in'sieneral been
low and equipment sufferecl fron lack of maintenance and renewal. F\rrthermcre,
the haphazard planning has brought aboul; serious bottlenecks resulting itt
shortages of important in1;ermediary inputs such as cement a.nd fertilizers.
The destruction and dislocations caused bJ'the wars exacerbated these constra.:in';:,
and, if they have pr.ovidecl short-term brrrst of repair and" recouri'u1-uc'uion acti-"ri-
ties, they have also sever:el,v limited the long-term growth of the sector.
The compler system of price controls, ineentirres and regul:i,tions caused fur"thr:r
diffjculties, hiding reLal;r.ve scarcitier; behind arn intricatc bure;'"ucratie s;isL'-'::l
of interventi-ons.
' 
",Iini.nf, activities are lj.nriteri to the extraction of iron ore, r';ith ar-r
output of 2,/,:r p.a. and rock-phosphate with a mod,est a.nnir-a} pro{.hrctic.rir in 'Li:r:
region of O.i l!. The phospha-be is ai present used domesLic:r1l;, for tire irro'juc;--
tion of fertilizers. I?eccnt prospec-Ling has j-dent.ified neir sizeable pitosl';lia'ie
deposits in the l.restern.area of the courrtry r.rith a phospilcrtc acitl colteni oi
arounrl- 30 /'; the economic feasiLility of t.heir er:ploi-tation is now bcin6,; s';utli'
4. lower
The pcin'er sector, completely nationalj.sed in I)5/,, j.s clorrittilr;ed b.y rhe
Isruan hyclrosys'tern whioh p::ovides 63 i" oll the 3 85rl 'f'l genera+,iug cllr:-ici Ly oi I'il.:
coun+,ry. 0il and gas poller: plaints provirle the r'em'linder'. l'he Astran l)o',icl' c}'sti::'r
to6;etlier with the thermal units'are interconnected, and forin ihe lro-eo]l.eii Unj.ii.'-.
Electric lowe:r Systern of ii6ypt.
The 'botaI riomesLic con:;urnittion of electricity re.',:.cireci !.' T::): in 1lll'1
for 3n average per eapita consu:l1r'bion of about 25) kllir. The fut,u::c 6':'o'.rth r';''l,r:
of demencl for eleei;riej.iy has l:een estirnaterl at approrinteLel;,' 10 i'p.;.r..
r[\
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fn the medium-term, it is expected. that the required add'itional capacity trill
be provided. by either oil or gas-fired plants although a feasibility study for
a nuclear power station is now being prepared''
!. Transport
Erypthasawell-developedtransportsystem,butitisinurgentneed
of modernisation and. expansion. The road netr'rork consists of over 12 C00 l'-m
of highvraysrmostly tarred, linking the major centers of the corrn'try' The rarl-
way system of some 4 345 km, links Cairo r^rith Alexandria, Port Ser'id, the najor
centers in the Delta area and Aswan. The Egyptian Railway corporatlon otrns and
operates the system, which in I)'l{, carried 3.7 ''l passengers and roughly 2'i ''
tons/kilometers of freight (compared to alrnost 3.3 l{ t/fm in I97O/7I)'
l.faintenance has been poor and replacement of rolling stock internlittenl'' tith
the result that the effciency and capacity of the system have declined' lurin5
the next few years, Government intends to modernize rolling stock, and c'arr)'-
out much need.ed maj-ntenance ancl repair aetivities'
In recent Yearst
of some of the oil-fired
Nile between irrigationt
fnland-water transport also plays
artery is the Ni1e, which is utilized for
the dense networ'k of canals in the Delta
linkages.
(1) Revenues from the Suez Canal are proiected to rise to about'
forci qn exchanqe earni ngs).
the sector has encountered d'ifficulties due to the age
plants, and. the conflicting d'emand on the vraters of the
navigation and power generation.
an important role. Although the nain
the transport of heavy or brrlll proCucli'
area provicl-es essential iranspotri
ThemajorportsoftlrecountryareAfexantJ-ria,l,ortf]aidandForiSuez'
although the latter are only now resuning their past import'ance ; their reno-
vation and expansion are part of the suez canal llaster Plan' Tire port Of hlex;;n*
dria (capacity 1l:.t t) is being mo4erniz,ed an6 expanded, and' a' new port (eo:l t)
is bei,ng constructed west of Alexandria, to be contmissioned' 5y 1913/7)'
The port of Safaga on the l?ed. Sea is also being expand.ed, mostl.v for mincra].
exports and imPorts.
The-que-zCa.nal'wasre_openedinJuneof:rgl5tandearningsreaehccatlou,t
U,]qi]50^1.Ln)3.t5.Con.bractshaverer:entlybeensi.gnec]-forthevlj-rlenin;-loftiie
Canal, to a1low passaEe of ships up to 150 OOO t' as comparccl to 60 C00 t' 
ai
present (f). ffre cost of the expansion progril.mme is estima'terl "l''' US i.'1'l 3 oi
vrhich around- 5O f,fcreiSn ercha.nge. A l'ect:nt a6dition to the transpc:t 
sp-'.tor
US $ loO 11 in 11130 (anound 3 i of prciestcj, 
-qL
30
is the 32O lsn Sumed (Suez-lrleditemanean) oif pipeline, which became operational
earl.y L977. Full capacity of the first stage, som'e {O !d t per year, is expected.
to be'reached. by the end. of L977 or early 19?R ; expansion to 5O t{ t j.s envisa.geC
at a later date. The pipeline canies crude oil:from Suez, at the southern end
of the Suez Canal, to Alexandria vthere the oil i,s transhipped into small t;rnkers
Ifor delivery to final destinations in the'ledite:rranean basin. Suned. thus competee
with the very large crud.er carriers transporting rcil from the Arabian Gulf around.
the cape and with smaller tankers capable of usirng the suez canal.
5. Tourism
Although tourism ]ias severely suffered f:rom the unstatfo potitical sjLtua-
tion of the area, the s-€stc has undergone a rapid grorvth and has providecl a
significant inflovr of foreign currency. In the last tr.ro years, the number of
visitors has increased significantly (t lt people p.a.) and. foreign exchange
receipt rose to over US 8 225 :.1. The future growl;h of the sector is however
severely constrained by an acute shortage of hotel accomodation a.nd. trained rnan-
power. To solve these problems the Government is planning to establish a hoterl-
training school and to increase the total number of hotet bed.s from zi2 OOC to
over 60 000. The latter capacity increase vrould tre sufficient to acoomoCa.te t;.,
1910 more than 1.) 'l people and would generate ari estimated foreign excha:lge
inflov,r of US S 600 iil per year.
vI. Tlng,:no twrloF:trm FLry Al.iD FUTURE. P?OSFICTII
After the uar of L)61 , 1,he system of mediurn-term plannini; uas al.;an,jcnei
anC replaeerl by annual pl'rns. A fresh sl,art torvard.s'lengthening the plan perioi
was rn;r.d.e vrith the 1976-9,0 Development plan, which, hoi+ever, ex,ists only in a
preliminary clraf'b form an,l is in effect being exeouted" until now in tlr.c fcrr-n
of annual plans. The Plan is expected to be finalizecl by the encl of Augri.st Ii7I 
.
The maj.n lnacro-economic objectjves of the PIan are :
- 
to inerease GllP by 11 ,,f, p.u, (in constant prices) ;
-- to reduee the current deficit of the balano-e of 
-E'x[eg!i to a ]eve1not exceeding eapital gooC.s imports ;
- 
to inerease the share of investnent 1,o 23gross domestic sav-!-tr*U to-I|-;iETtr at /' of ci)F in I!'O and to 1:-i136,the end. of the PIan peric'l ,
tlt
Theprojeetedincreaseingqlsxmen!duringthefiveyearplanperioc
is estimated at 1.2 million, i.e. an averaEge 2\A OOO employment opportunities
peryear'ascompared.withtheaverageannualincreaseintlrelabourforceof
325 OOO. Ilowever, taking into consideratlon the rnigration of labour to neigh-
bouring Arab countries which averaged around loo ooo p.a. over the past three
year6, the overall employment situation should show an improvement'
The investment strategy of the 1976-c''0 Plan diffdrs considerably froin 'r'he
previous plans. It emphasizes the need. to improve and' expancl infrastructure' irn;-
in the industrial- sector it gives priority to projects with a short-'Sestation
period.Theneed.tobringtocompletionongoingprojectsbeforen.ewonesare
started is emphasized. The Plan also assi6Jnes a much larger role to the priva'ue
sector both domestic and foreign'
In 61enera1, the Government's policy is to give priori-ty to labour
intensive projects. Ilottever, the relatively low ca'pital-labour ratio implietj
by the elan (US, $ 16 000 per vrorl-'er) is someuhat misleacling, as a considera"cl.e
share of the planned. investment relates to ongoing projects, r'rith sizea'ble
capitalexperrditurealr.ea{rd'isbursed'beforethePlanperiod.
The planned atnorJnt of tot-al inves'brnent during: the five-year perj-od 1s
aroun4 nL ?.t- . or LIS $ 1.9.9 B (at 1975 constant priees) which r'rill' be alloeatr i
to the dli'ferent sectors as follols :
Agriculture 10
Industry 24
ElectricitY ' 6
Transports antl comniunie'ations 26
Other (constmction, housingt
publ.io services) 3ri
loo r
Although aflr:Lcultur.g will only receive lo f" of the nei^r capital fornt:'""r:':'
tlre clevelopment of this sector seelns to have a high priority' cror'i-Lh of a'gt')c';1 
-
tural pro<luction is expected to accelerate to 3 f, p.a. 'Iuch of this grouth 
is
supposerl to come fr'om vertical expansion of thetrold landst" followlng the 
ort-
1;oin6 efforts to i.ncrease its productivlty (drainage, soil and vr:rt'er 
v1;1;1:.rxci'€.,'1
more intensive croppin6l patternr'research. a.cl exte'siotr servicelt) ' The irirn i:
not to achj-eve self-sufficiency at any priee, but to guide grovrth irr tire 
cl'it'er:-
tion t'rhele improvements in proclttctivit')' catr be achieved' "there Lhe; r'ural. i;ec-:':':
resou]]cerj can be mobilize<l arrd t.;here export possibitit'ies eirn 
be exploi+"uo' ;
n
.;J
^'l'i t
n
'ia
4
.If
3z
A large proportion of the investment expend.itu:re allocated. to this secto' is
earmarked for agricultural infrastructure projr:cts (land reclarnati-on, water
management, land conserv,etioni flood control) while 
.the remainder will be shai.ci
between crop d.eve).opment, animal husb;,lndry and fishing.
The Plan identif:ies ind.ustry eus tlie ke;r economic sector (growtl tar6er :
12 f"\' The aim is to modr:rnize existing enterp::ises, to deverop export-orienteL
:firms 
'rnd assign a much.larger role to private seotor. Iligh priority industries
ilre : construction mater:lalsr agro-proeessing aund. food, textiles, ehernicals
and metallurgy. In particular, the types of projeets and. industries whicir are to
Ioe encouraged are those which :
- 
aim at the renewar and replacement of 
'rd piants i
- 
aim at tlte removal of bottlenecks (eonsrtruction materials, fertil:izers,\ ;
- 
have export potential in the regional Arab and European markets o:n .,.rillsubstitute 
-for existing non-luxury imports or imports anticipatecl to benecessary for d.evelopment ;
- 
entail processin5_" of local raw materials ;
- 
are relatively non-capital intensive and labour intensive ;
- 
are quick-yielding in the sense of generating a positive net forel.6:nexchange contribution rapidly ;
- 
contribute to a better integration between industry anc!, agrieultl:.e :r1.i,assist to inerease productivity in the latter (r.'""iiiiru"", trac-v.r,s,farm implements).
The development of the pouer s.eetor is,consid.ered to be of great ir::;lr:.--
tance' rn orcLer to cover the predicted gror*th in electrici-by demantl, dha presc:.t
gene'rating capaeities would be expanclert by approximietely I tgo :lt^l ancl tlie
transmission system would. be extended.
The economic infrgf;tqucture is rundown eind. is becoming a constr.aini on
the countryrs eeonomic devclopment. Therefore, j.ts renov;rtion and expanei-orr is
ver.y urgent, and about 2-l 
- 3o f" of the planned erpenditures are earrnar.lreci lor
1.lt*-sl9"f!-gg-comrrrgnicatisrng. The principal proJlee'bs, vrhjoh will be str:rtie,.'t
or irnplemented during the plan periocl, are :
- 
vridening of the Suez Canal anc expansion and mocler.nis2ti6n of -t.i:r.rharbo*rs of suez, .rr1exa.nd:'ia, port said and safaga I
- 
expansion of the iigyptia.n fleet by,55 ships (betvreen 4 OOO _ 35 COO toiis.\eaet] I ;
- 
construetion of trro high'rrays between i':g;rpt and tJre sudan (lir:renicr-, _Port Sudan : 625 krn I Aswan - Khattourr-: 1 200 krn) i
'tti
modernisation of existing railways
lines between EeYPt and the Sudant
mines and. the harbour of Safaga I
construction of the metro in Cairo
modernisation and- expansion of the
regions of EglrPt.
li
and construction of new railvraY
and between the Abu Tartu phospha""e
(t) i
telephone netvrork in Cairo and otlier
Relative to Egyptts past economic performance, and present situationt
the Plan appears to be very ambitious in its growth and savings ta'rgets'
The overall growth objective (tt f, p.a.) represents a substantial aoceleratior
over the average 3 fo p,a. realised. during 1957-75. The Plan aims at finaneing
in 1930 more than Bo f" of gross investment from d.omestic savi-ngs. 'l'his implies
that consumption will have to be contained and domestic savings, v'rhich feIl to
1 f;, of CDp in I914/,t, and financed less than 6 !?, of investment will have to be
raised to 19 {. of GDP in 1930. The implicit marginal savings rate of 29 "f" is
very high for a cogntry at Eg;yptrs stage of economic development' Althougir pas*u
performa.nces are only a partial guide to the future growth potential o1l tl:e
economy, which heus been severly biased. by a series of unfavouraltle events' it
stitl appears doubtful- whether the Plants targets can be achieved'
These doubts arise not only because of the ambitious macro aspeets disr:uss;e'l
above, but also beeause at present, it r.rould appear that nct enough Jrrojec;-1s
have been sufficiently studied and advanced to the stage of implementatj'on'
EvenifGovernmentwoulrlsucceed.ineurbin8consumll-bjonancl:-ntpor+;
expenditures, and in realising the country''s erport earning potentiaf it :;:''t::i
sbillhaveveryconsid.erableforeiSn.exchangereguirements:
to finanee cur-rent imPorts i
- 
to support the clevelcpment programmel and
- 
tb fulfil its debt service obligations'
The gross foreign exchange reclrirements for I977_?o a,re cur::etlt}y
estimated at about us $ 12.1 ts of nhich Us $ 3'( B in L977 :lloue' Ilithout
cre.a+"ing very serious external d.ebt problems, this high level of foreiy,n c-;c':'z:':
reouirements could only be satisfied. on the assumption that, in the tto'v+' fe:;
years, the international conrnunity will continue to provide fin'ncial assi'\rtz!'(:':
at favourable terms.
(t\.tri-s p::ojeet appears to h.arre ieen dropperl. from the priori-ty f isting'
Llb
:i Il
fn the lonFer run hovrever, DfT/ptrs economic oolential vroul_d_aLlleil-*.o
be more promising for the_follorving reasons :
- 
the large domestic market, the key geographical rocation, a skirlerd
labour force, low vrages and the e_xisten,oe of varied r:aw materials niIl
encoura€re further industrialisiltion I
- 
the re-opening and the physical expansion of the Suez Canal as r^rell as
the Sumed pipelines should provide cons:lderable forei6;n exchange r.erren'.l€:si.
Revenues from the Suez Canal are projec'bed to rise from abcut US :rt liC 'iin r)16 to us $ ?00 x (1975 prices) ty rgoo (ao i/" of total forei.61n,
exchange earnings) ;
- 
the future oil production of Egypt will probably substantially exceeC
dcmestie requirements thus allowing an :Lncrease in oil exports rvolih
an estimated US $ 2.5 ll (:O /' of total lloreign exchange eirnings) i
- 
tourism seems to have a consid.erable polbential (projection : US $ iCO :lin tgso i.e. 7 {'of foreign exchangb ea::nings) ;
- 
Egypt is increasingly exportinl; skilIs jLn the form of qualifieC labour
and this may permj,t an increasl-ng flow of remittances.
However, it is clear that these development prospects hinge to a la.rge
e:ctcrrt on the progress tovrard.s peace in the l{idclle
ability to attract external capital and teehnolory.
East and on the coun"i,r;/rs
Furthermore, a considerabic:
ellfort is necessary in order to realize thc strurctural chan6es r',hicir the Corre-r::r..
ment intends to enforce d.uring the Plan period, namoly :
-. ensure a mo}e efficient resource allocation throu-gli a mor.e eonsii;i;,ent
overall planning effort antl an improved coordination i1 economic p,clie:;
and decision rnaking ;
- 
contain consumption a,nd increase national savings i
- 
redesign the countryrs price and exehan6;e rate policy in ordcr trl
reflect more effectively economic searcities and to bring about an
' improved. alloceution of resources. The redrrction of priee subsidjes a::ii
the aCjriltment in the interest rate struc'Lure is of considerable
importance I
- 
irnprove the efficienc.y of the plrblic enterprises I anC
- 
improve the time-profile of external debt.
{1
ANNEXES
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Comodity composition of imports (1975)
Anngl:._t
Chemicals, Rubber and Leather products
l,Iood, Paper, Textile products
Machinery and Equipment
Base metals and Articles Thereof
Mi scel laneous Manufactures
Others
Sub-total
Own Exchange Inports
Total Imports. c.i.f.
Source : Central Bank of Egypt
Live Aninals, Animal and Vegetable
Food, Beverages and Tobacco l)
Fats, Oils and its products, Fuels
ltineral Products I )
Products,
and
US $ Million
9t3.7
477.2
6s8. 9
327.9
727.6
429.3
86.8
707.8
4 329.2
r67 .9
4 497.2
of the imports under Fats, Oils etc.
food imports represented around 25 Z
r975.
20.3
ro.6
r4.7
7.3
16.2
9.5
2.O
r5.7
96.3
3.2
loo.o
r) rf
are
of
,b\
one
in
the
assumes that roughly half
fact food products, then
total value of imports in
_ 5rl
Comodity composition of exports (1975)
(Paynentb Basis)
Aericultural products
of which : Cotton I )
Rice
Onion
PotatoeS
Citrus
Others
Yarn and textiles
Other industries
Food preparation
Chernicals
Petroleum producEs
Metals and Engineering
Others
Others
TOTAL EXPORTg
= ===== === = ======== == ======
Source : Central Bank of EgYPt
l) If one includes t'Yarn and Textiles", then
value exports Ln 1975.
Annex 2
(us $ ltillion)
525.3
370.7
54,5
r8.9
6.7
40.8
33.7
477.5
378. I
42.2
62.7
t64.3
49,7
59. I
| 90.4
I 571 .3
(z)
33.4
23.6
3.5
1.2
o.4
2.6
2.r
30.4
24. I
2.7
4.O
ro.5
3.2
3.7
12. I
loo.o
cotton earned 54 7" of total
/\l1nex 
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Output of Selected Industrial- Products
(In thousands of metric tons unless otherwise stated)
Annex 4
l 970 t973 t975
l6l
t22
t97 5
INDEX
( I 97O= lO()l
l07
lo9
Spinning and weaving Products
Cotton Yarn
Cotton textiles
Sugar
Cheese
Preserved fruits and vegetables
Cottonseed oil
Oilseed cakes
Soft drinks (nillions of bottles)
Beer (nillions of litres)
etc
Paper
Superphosphate
Armonium nitrate (31 Z)
Tyres (thousands)
Engineering products
Cars (units)
Trucks (units)
Tractors (units)
Buses (units)
Refrigerators (thousands)
Televisions (thousands )
Metallursical Products
Reinforcing iron
Steel sections
Steel sheets
Building maEerials
Cement
Building bricks (nillions)
5
I
I
4
I
I
169
tt2
581
r32
20
t50
643
6t4
t3
35
t3l
447
381
770
241
201
o78
407
54
58
230
t08
40
r82
I t8
633
r35
24
t60
600
600
32.
23
t46
4t9 '
2lo
860
590 ll
5r8 |
243 |
4r3
39
49
226
87
t67
526 9l
r53 It624 r2016l lO772O llz784 l2B29 223
36 to3
t39 to652o I t64oo Io5923 t20
576 27343s n9390 t?.9305 t5to9 20277 133
2t9 95
to6 98
Zll 528
3 830
782
3 6t7
797
3 584 94
700 95
Source : Ministry of Industry and Mining
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ETcEAtrGE nATE ON 31 JUNE 197?
1 Jorclanian dirar (JD)
1 u.a.
2.5) t.a,.
JD O..17
or us dl.o5
t;v
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The fiashenite Kingdon of Jordan covera an area of alnost lOO OoO lmz. The
arrival of large uunbers of refugees after the 1948 dfr' L957 lrars adclett
to the cLenographic growth rate bave. resulted. in a fivefold increase in the
population over the last twenty years. |I'lre pneserrt popuLation is put at
tro nLIIion1.
OrrLV y./" of Jordsnts territorXr ie arable lard., ard. the only natural resource
worked is phosphate, resetrves of which are estj-nated at 3 OOO nillion tonnes.
ilhch has been done to rtevelop tnansport inflastmctnre, partiarlarly as
a response to the d.ifficulties occasioneil by the closure of the frontiers
with neighbouring countries.
The country flrffered a considerabLe loss when the West Banlc was occupiecl
in L967 t ard per capita GNP, estinatect. in f /fJ at US l6lOr is lower in
real terns than t]ne L966 figure for the whoLe courtrlr' only since L9lo
has the econory begun to be rebruilt on new foundations.
$ince then GDP hae been growing at approximately flo a {eat2. The adctect
value breakclown has renained. nore or lese the sane for the various sectors
(a,erisulture: lO/,; industry: Z$i senrioes: 74o in Lylil; despite
a sharp increase in phosphate production and. nannrfacturing, serrrices corrtime
to dorninate the picture, owir€ to the large scaLe of public adninistration
and transit trade.
Aid fron foreign governrnents arrd, nore recentlyr a,n increase in renittances
fron foreign workers have stimrlatect private denarrd. and nad.e it possible
to pursue an €rpansionist budgetary policy, res'ulting in gross donestic
expenditure which exceeded GDP W 34o Ln 19?1 a^nd W 5y/" in 1975' This
,|
'Unless otherwise
tr*"u" otherwise
tems.
indicated. statistics do not apply to the West Bank.
incl.icated. grorrth rates refer to increases in real f7
-2-
upsurge in tl.enantl has rneant that prices have risen faster, the increase
probably averaging Lf/o per anrrun wer the last :flour /€&rso
There has been a narked inprovement in gtross fi:recl. asset fornation, which
reached. Zflo of GDP in Lgl5t conpared. to I&/" in .t!66; the Goverrmentts
iuiberal polioy has encouraged, prirrate irwestnenrb, a,nd. public investnerrt
corrnnittecl by the State has been at a high leve.L (fr/" ot the total in rtl5),
particularly in the industrial sector.
llhe fact that all capital. goocls have to be inpo:rted (3jy'" of total inports
);n '1975) antt the structural shortfall in a6risu.Ltural products (cereals,
rregetables, neat) nake it clifficrrlt to irprore '1bhe trade balance. Srports
still cover only one fifth of inports, in spite of increased sales to r:ear!5r
lflictd.le Eastern countries (4V/" of ercports) anrri the rising selling price and.
export volume of phosphates ($60 nillion). The proliferation of grants
arnd loans fron erterrral sources ($l8O nilllon i:e 1ff5) ard. the inflow of
r:enittances from enigrant workers (fi3/:o rnillion in 1!J6 conpared. to only
$r4 ni:.rion in rnL) are enough to keep the barirnoe of current pa;ments
iln surplusr arrd. net capital irflows, genenally lLinked to the financing
of investnent projects, are generating a steady increase in gold. and
lloreign curnency resenres, which stand. at the equivalent of six and a
half nonthst inports.
llhe erbernal d.ebt, although large in proportion to GDp (31jJ/l" in f!15),
j.s not unduly burd.ensone. It consists targely of loans on highly
Jiavor:rable terms and. servioing accounts for no loore than fl" of e:cports
of good.s and non-factor serrrices.
The cument Five-Year Plan (rgZe-go) has set a GDp growth target of L{"
pe} aruum. Economic developnent is to be based. on erternal d.emard. so as
to increase e:cports and tlnrs reduce the d.epend.errce of the balance of paryments
ancL the tud.get on foreign aid. hiority is givern to growth in agricultura,:L
prod.uction (to rise $r flo a year) and in the mirring and narmfacturir:g
sector (to rise W 24" a year).
3-
These targets appear extrenely anbitious ard. coulcL be cut !y fluctuations
in agricultlral production, the ertension of irrigated areas falling
behird. schedule, anct the clgent difficrrlties on the international phosphate
na.rket. llhe grorth of rarnrfacturing inilust4r, noreoverr coulcl' be checked.
ctqring the early years of the Plas period by a shortage of capacityt
anil. growth is also rnrlnerable because of the neecl to rely on Middle
Eastern export narkets. The ftrlf narketst absorbtion capaoity is open
to qgestion in view of the big export targets set ty the Medliterranean
cour*ries in partiorlar. A11 this means that the overall increase in
CDP will probably falI well short of the PIan target.
The plan provides for fixed investment totallirg FZ fOO ni}lion1, inBlying
an avelrage arunral increase of Lflo over L/IJ; however, since the hrlk
of these irvestnents are to be nade in the early years of the PIa.n periocl
they are likely to come up against the obstacle represented by the inadequacy
of the ad.ninistrative and. technical back-up needed. to prepare and i-mplenent
a sufficient nu.nber of concrete projects. Three-guarters of the investnents
are to be financed. by foreign capitall nainly in the form of grants' The
rapicl. grou'th of renittances fron enigrant v{orkers (the arnount recorded
in L/16, the first year of the PIan periocllwas twice that forecast) shoulcl
cover the balance on condition tbat the State succeeds in nobilizing private
sA,vings to finanoe irwestmerrt.
Jordan bas a rnrmber of conparative advantages $thich it should' be able to
exploit:
(i) certain nineral ?esources (phosphates, potash);
(ii) the chance to deveLop a processirg inilustry based- on these oomnodities;
(iii) a labour force which, for the region, is we)-1-qualifiedt' At the
rnonent, however, the high wages offered. in the Gulf states are tyins
up part of this labour force;
fr
1lt tg75 prices anil exchange rates.
-4-
(i") fhe rnost efficient adninistration a^nong the lfiashreq courrtriesl
(") keen tusinessnen with experience in tracling;
(vi) closeness to the rnarkets for fooctstuffs and. industrial products.
trbrploitation of theee advantages could make d.,evelopnent of the country an
easier process. Developnent mainly d.epend.s, .however, on the political ancl,
nilita4r stabil-ity of the area, which wiLl re:nain pnecarious untiL peace
and. settLed. fbontiers are secrred. Finally, tt is clear that Jorclanrs
future economic and financial viability will 'to an exceptionally large
ertent cl.epentl on the contiraration of massive inflows of foreign capital
and renittances.
t)o
-5-
1. GMCRAPHT
The Hashenite Kingdon of Jordan is boundetl by Sria to the Northr Ira'Q
ancl. Saucli Arabia to the East and. South, and. fsrael to the lfest. It has
a 2O kn coastal strip at the head of'the GuIf of Agaba. The country covers
an area of lOO o0o kn2.
The Ghor valley, through which mns the Jords,n and. the Dead. Sea trencht
has hot, hunid. sunners, a.nd. vegetables, citnrs fruit arrl bananas have
gpined. ground. at the expense of cereal crops. The high eastern wall of
the nalley overlooks a vast pLateau of steppe and desert. OnIy flo of
Jordanrs territo.Xy is arable land.
So far, the only nineral resource d.iseovered in significa"nt quantities is
phosphate, which has been ertractecl. since 1963 a+ Rusayfa to the north-east
of Aman and, more recently, at EL fiassa in the south. Resewes are put
at 3 OOO nillion tonnes. Sone potash is erbracted. from the Dead- Seat
and there srs a,Iso iron and copper ore deposits, untapped as yet'
Transport j.nfrastructure has been consiclerably developed over the past
twenty yearE; Jorclan now tras 4 lOO tcn of asphalted' roads, antl J{0 lcn
1
of rai\eJrsl . Ithe port of Aqaba has been nodernized. slnoe the early
1!6Os, and nor'r has an annral capacity of 3.2 million tonnes of phosphate
ancl.5OO OOO tonnes of ordinarXr goods. llhere ere two civil airportst at Amna'n
andl Aqaba.
2. POPIILATION AI{D EMPLOI'IU{T
An esti-natecl 2 nillion people live on the East 3ark. lfhe natr:ral population
grow'th rate is of the order of 3'& a year; this has been supplenented by the
irdlux of refugees after the 1948 and' 1967 wars 'whiqh has neant that the
-
'Uol""" othernrise indioated, statistics apply only to the East Sank'
b(
-6-
East Bankrs popul.ation has increased. five-foId in twenty yeara. Integrati.on
of the refbgees into the ind.igenous population has given rise to considerable
problens. Fortty-three per cent of the population live in towns with over
10 O0O inbabitants; .Arnnan has a population of over 5OO OOO.
Forty per cent of the total population is of wc,rking age, but the working
population ie only 380 O0O, i.e. less than 2Afo of the total. Unemploynent
apparent3.y affects only flo of the working population; there is considerable
unclerenployment in farning. An estinated. 5 OOC) workers left the country iior the
Arab Gulf states in L975"
Table 1: heakdown by eector of the employed. working population (in %)
Prinaryl 3
Secohdary:
Tertiary :
L970
38.2
11.5
50.2
L97q
Lg.5
18.5
62,O
100.o roo.o
A disproportionately high percentage of the East Ba^nk working population i.s
employed in services. The seotoral distribution has chamged rapid.ly in
recent yearsr nainly owing to the increase in the nrmbers of constnrction
workers ancl public works- operatives in the secordary sector and rnilitary
personnel in the tertiary sector.
3. REIESTII MONOIIIC DEVH,OPMENTS
(") Grorth and origin of national product
rbon r95o *o 1966 GTP grew at a steafir V/o 
" 
y""r2. fi're L967 rrar a.nd the
ar:nexation of the West Bark 
- 
which accounted for sone 3>4V/" of the valuer
add.ed produced. in the country 
- 
put a stop to e4gansion. The loss of
earnings ancl the flood. of inhabitants crossLng to the East Barrk account for
the fact that in I975t per capita GNP, put at $|63o, was actually lower in
real terns than lbie L966 figure for the whole terrJ.tory.
lu"toding raining,
fuor""" other$rise
6'v
which cones within the second.ary sector.
indicatecl, all growth rates are workecl out in real'ternsi.
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The recovery of procluction has been hind.erecl by frontier incidents occuring
up to I97Or foreign trad.e problens caused. by the closure of the Suez Canal
and, tenporarily, of the Syrian frontier and severe drought practically every
second /earo lltre econoqy has been recovering slow1y since the early seventiest
aid.ed. at first by the g:rowth of the construction eector and. increased denand.
for consumer good.s and., more recently, $r expancling phosphate productiont
the rising price of phosphate and etrong denand for agricultural products
and. nanrfactures in neighbourlng Persian GuIf narkets. The civil war in
Lebanon in L)lJ indirectly boostect Jordants bariking sector and its services
in general. fiowever, the growth targets set in the 1973-JJ three-Year Plan
have not been aohievecl (CDf anrnral growth target Afo about $o aehLeved').
Tn 1976 the expansion of construction and industry gave rise to an increase
of y, in GDP.
The sectoral breakdor,m of GDP is d.eterninect by rralue add.ecl in the agricultural
sector, which varies considerably fron year to year (up 51f" in lpJ{, clown
2fl, tnl975t down Tfo in 19?6), and can thus account for as little as ldo or
as much as I/fo of GDP. llhe d.evelopment of narmfacturing andt phosphate mining
have significantly increased the inclustryts share (2Q" ot GDP in f97il, ht
the tertiary sector oontinues to donirate the picture (6fl" of GDP in 191il owing
to the size of the public adrninistration and the scale of transit trade activities.
(t) Consunption, saving apd. investment (see Tab1es 3 and 4)
The nassive inflow of grants, which cone chiefly fron Arab countries and the
United. States amd accountecl for the eErivalent of 61f, of GDP in l-975t enables
Jordan to naintain a wholly artificial econonic equilibriun characterized by
a level of gross donestic spending (coneunption + irrvestment) which Ln I/lJ
exceeded GDP by Jflo. 1lhis situation is partly due to the high }evel of nilitary
spencling, which accounted tor Lflo of GDP in l)lJi it cannot easily be analysed
in terns of the usual econonic criteria, being largely dependent on political
factors. Consumption exceedg GDP bV 2e/" on avera€e; this lnbalance was
particularly narketl in I/f), when GDP was exceedect by 31%. This is a reoent
development, which appears to have been stirmrlated. by the rapiil growth of
remittances fron Jorctanian workers abroaitl thesb accounted fot ZV/o of private
consunption in L975 Gs against on]ry !f" Ln I/12).
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At crrrrent prices, the proportion of gross fixed. capital formation in
GDP rose fuon LQo in L966 +o Zfl, in LJIJ. This inprovenent was made
possible by the volume of transfers from abroad, ancl. is nainly the result
of a sharp rise in public inrestment (from 39' ot the total in 1971 to
5&/" in 19?5).
Until recent years housing construction and. public works accounted. for three-
Erarters of total investnent. New industrial projects have probably now
increased. the proportion of productive irwestrnent.
(") Rrblic finance (see Table q)
A najor feature of the Goverruentts tnrdget is the substantial share contribtrted.
t5r grants fron abroad., accounting for 5A/, of total revenue oD &v€r&g€r Since
L973, howeverr. the increase in the tax on exportetl phosphates has led. to a
rapid. rise in'd.onestic reveraes (up to 39o a year at cument prices).
Militarlp expend.iture etill accourrts for a quarter of total spend.ing, although
it ie decreasing in relative tc::rns (fron 6yf" tn 1969) I cunent normilitary
expenditure ha.s risen rapiclly, particularly fron 1973 to L/l), because of
the ad.justment of civil sern'ice salaries.
The expansion of public investnentl which led to a trebling of capital
expend.iture in five yearsr has not been covered. by bud.get savings. If
nilitary e:cpend.iture and a correspording anount of foreign aid. are left out
of account it can be seen that tmdlget savings (d.efined. as the balance of
donestic reveru€s 
- 
current non-nil-itary expenditure) are able to fina.nce
only a dwind.ling proportion of capital ercpenditure:
L959 t9J2
36/"
Despite the considerable
obliged. to have recourse
private savings.
5v/"
19? 5
t%"
L%6
2V"
inflow of trangfers, therefore, the State has been
increasingly to external borrowing antl national
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a trebling of the cerrtral government debt between 197O arrl l/fj,
end. of the latter year had reached JD 1?5 ntllio1' i.€. three-
GIDP.
(a) ![oney, oreclit aacl the bariking svsten
g1cess liquidity ls the salient feature of Jordants monetary situation; it
reflects a strong prropeneity to hoarcl, which is a reaction to the areats
political instability. The aonsiderable volume of transfers from abroad.
has lecl to a rapid. increase in net erterr,al assets.;, there has been an even
sharper increase, however, in cred.it to the econory. The attjustnent of
treasury bord. interest rates has enablecl tbe State to clivert some of the
priyate sector liquiatity to finsnce its imrestment budget, the conmercial
banks have been asked. to increase credit to the productive eectors, and. interest
rates for industry a,nd agricrrlture bave been kept fairly Iow. Most private
sector creclitr.however, goes to traite and conetruction, in spite of controls
imposecl on this type of credit.
As well as the Central 3a*r Jorcla,n has ten conmercial barrtcsl antt fonr
specialist banks. Anong the latter, only the fndustrial Developnent Barik
and an agriarlturel credit establishnent cteal in long-tern finance for
procluction.
(") Prices
After a fairly long period of price etability, Jordan is currently experiencing
rapitl inflation:
Table 6: Arnnral cbasrge (%) in the cost of living irdex for Aman
Ln4 Ln5 L%6Lg68
_o.3
Lg69
7.8
ryto
6.8
LYll
4.4
rn2
8.o
Lyt3
LO.4
This inflation is ca.used parbly by risir:g prices on the
chiefly by considerable excess d.ernand, which is rising
outstrips Jordants production capacity.
2O.O 12.O r4.3
world marketr ht
steeply ard far
1Fo,o of the conmercial barks are Jordanian, on is lraqi, one Fgrptian,
one Lebanese, two British and one .Anerican. bq
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(f) Fbreign trade and balance of palments (see Table 8)
The amount of aid. received by Jordan in the forn of transfers fron atnoad
has enabLed. the countzXr to iacreasg inports to a level out of all proportion
to its own capacity basect on errport earnings, antl although the latter have
increased five-fold. 
- 
at current values 
- 
since 197O elports cover only
about 2A/" of inports (except in I/14).
Since 1957 Jordan has had to inport large quantities of wheatr fnrit and
vegetables; a6ricultural produce accounts for Zo.30/" of all imports,
depend.ing on the size of the harrrest. Inports of capital good.s have risen
steepLy over the l-ast three ye€rrs (14" of total imports in IllJ) in line
with the rapicl. e:rpansion of investnent (see Annex 1).
The growth of exports (see Annex 2) was checked. by the cl-osure of the Suez Canal
and the ffrian border (fron L/lA to l-y72); the difficulties were prolonged
by the oivil war in Lebanon ard. the d.estmction of the port of 3eimt.
Jordants trade has nevertheless benefited. frorn the steep rise in d'emand
in the Arab Gulf states, which *ake !{o of its e:cports, nainly in the forn
of foottstuffs (fnrit and vegetables) and. narmfactures (cenent, chenicals).
The main growth area, however, is phosphates, with exports worth $6O mittion
in I/74, LllJ ard".1976 as against only $1O million in 1/f3. This spectacular
plog3ess is due both to an increase in the volurne of sales (fron 1.1 nillion t
in l/fl to 1.) nillion t in 19?4) and to a-rise in world rnarket pricesl. In
1/f6 phosphates aocounted for about 44o of total e:tports.
The net balance on servioes and transfers for 1976 was approxinately
US $78O nillion, ir€. n€er1y six tines the value of e:cports2. lthe figure
for seryices and transfers is rising steactily ancl consists nainly of renittances
from Jord.anians working in the Gulf States ($34O nillion in 1976, as against
only $14 nillion in 19?1) and offioiaL transfers ($fgO nillion Ln I%6), the
anount a^nd. origin of which are d.irectly linked to raational policy and the
nilitary situa.tion in the region.
I-*t"*t ,orld. prices feII ty nearly 44o in 1976, they are stiLL nore ttran
L5A,/' above L973 levels.
lvot corntirg re-exportg. 7(
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Ivloreover, the spectacular rise i:r earnings fron tourisn nade it possible
to bring the travel accor:nt back into balanee in 1)lJ, and. a surplus of
fl> nillion was recortled. in 1975.
ttre balarrce on current account has been in the black aj:nce 1)12
showed a surplus of fB5 niffion in 1976. llhe capital balance
and
showed. a
a largesubstancial surplus for 1974 axfi. 19751 this was occasioned. by
increase in private capital inflot'rs owing to the execution of
projects ancL by mrch heavier governnent borrowing abroad.
several rnajor
the Central Sankts g?oss golct and currency reserves have irqprovecL steadily
in the past few years and. stoocl at $5gO niffion at the end. of 1)15, as
against only FZ?O niffion at the end. ot 1972; however, tine end' 1976
as against 12 nonths forfigure is equivalent to only'/$ nonthst imports,
the end 1)12 fi.gtr.e.
(e) Rrb-liq erternal tte.bt
Fbon fiTO niffion in 1972t Jonlanrs external cLebt had risen by the end
of 1)lJ to $l3O niffion - thus increasing slightly faster than GDP:
@]S-9: Pub1ic erbernal d..e}} (paid" portion) as percentaae of GDPt
at market prices for the cunent..year
1o71
28.O
1e72
29.5
1a73
32.9
1974
31.6
1075
33.1
This progression essentially reflects borrowing from foreign governmentst
rnainlyr from DAC nernber countries. llhe acceleration of the rate of
commitments (non-paid. portion: f9o niffion in 1972t $Zeo nltion in 1974)
points to a consid.erable inorease in the'debt iir the.'next few years.
17
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toan terns seen fairly favourable on the whole, since the average
4
grant elenent for the periocl 1971-74 Ls J6/o' .' Ttris neans that d,ebt
serviclng must be relatively low and is in faot crrrrently eguivalent
J/o of exlports of good.s and non-factor service$.
@1g!!; Seryicins of_the.public ,external d.llbt as a oegcentase of
exports of goods and non-factor services
196J 1271
7,8
1o72
7. .J
tre.
6.3
1a74
4.9
1a72
5.o1.6
1
'Which neans that the terms of an avera€e
with an eight-year grace period..
14
Loan could. be 3/o for lO years,
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4. l' rI_lEgt9BE
(") Agriculture
Value ad.d.ed: 10-13/" of GDP, d'epending on harvests
hoportion of the euployed. working population engaged in the sector: 2Vi"
Average annual change in value ad.d.ed. of the sector: + 2.'l/o from
1gT1/72 to 1975.
Agricultural procluction has f'aI1en consid.erably since the occupation of
the l{est Bank, which contained. 25/" of the countryts cereal acreage, 45f" ot
its vegetable acreage and. 80% of its orcharrls.
East of the Jorrlan, si.ightly less +lnan 5% of the land is cultivated,
nainly in the Jord.an valley artd. on the nearby plateaux. Irrigtstion
cha^nnels have been d.ug in the valley and parallel to the river in the Ghor
region, d,rawing' uater fron the Yaruqk, a tributary of the Jorrl'an.
Fbrms mostly tend to be snall anrd. extrenely fragmented.l 53lo cover Less
than five hectares and. account for on]ly 14y'" of the cultivated- land.. Seventy
per cent of farmers own their own land., but in the irrigated areas there
appears to be a considerabLe number of absente€ or{o€xso. llhe last few years
have witnessed. the rapid. d.evel.opraent of cooperative farns, particularly
in the lrbid, district a^nd the Ghor region.
Despite the fact that there is a fair
in agriculture, there appears to be a
of certain cropsr and. a.n even greater
need,ed to nechanize the sector.
lltre wid.e variations in agriculttlral production recorded over the last
few years actually conceal stagnation in the sectorl Jord.an is having
to inport an increasing proportion of the fooclstuffs it reguires, nainly
wheat, flor.rr, nilk and. nilk products, eggs a,nil neat on the hoof; the
agricultural trade deficit for 1)15 a,nounted to alnost
Cereal. prod.uction varies from J0 OOO to 250 OO0 I a yeat
pOO nilLion.
anount of seasonal r:ndererploptent
shortage of labour for the harvesting
shortage of the skilled labour
depend.ing on
7t
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:nainfa1l, with yield.s ranging fron 2 to 10 guintals per hectare. Ihere
has been a spectacular increase in the prod.ucti,on of chickens and. eggs
:in the last few years, a.nd. it was forecast that the country would be
self-sufficient in these products by 1977. Stock-farming accounted. for
iZO to 2J$ ot total agricu.ltural income (irr tgff)' but has not recorded
any growbh overall, due to the scarcity of pasture and. forage c?ops. 3buit,
1
,regetables' and olives generate about one-third. of the income from farning,
a^nd. account for practically all exports of agricultr:ral products (gS/")
i:nd. a quarter of total exports. The spread"of cul.tivation under plastic
now seens to have nade it possible to increase the yielcl of these products,
for which there is a heavy denand. in the neighbouring countries.
.14,11 in all, Jordtanrs agricultr:ral potential is slightl nevertheless, it
:is stil1 unclere4ploited.. The sector can be cleve}oped. in two ways: by'
extending the irrigated areas for fruit and vegetable production, ancl by
:increasing prod.uctivity in the cereal-growing areas.
(u) Minine
Value addect: J.O/" of GDP
Proportion of the erployecl r*orking population engaged in the sector: 1/"
Average annual growth from 1973 *o 19752 'l.O/o
rA'ctivity in this sector is concentrated. largely on the extraction of
lrhosphatee which assays at between 64 and. 72/o. the Jord.an Phosphate Company,
:in which the state has a stake of B3/", holds the mining nonopoly,
extracting phosphate at Rusa;rfa near Arnman and more recently at El Hassa,
100 kn further south. llttis second. mine has raised. prod.uction capacity
ilo 2.8 rnillion tonnes a yea:^, but the d.ownturn on the internationaL
phosphate market has neant that Jord.an has been unable to increase its
exports, and therefore its prod.uction, as quick.Ly as had. been e:rpected.:
'fhe main crops are tomatoes (BO O0O to(15 000 to 45 ooo t/year), water-nelons
citrus fr.uit (t5 ooo to 4o oao t/year).
lw
150 OOO t/year), aubergines(zo ooo to 6o ooo t/year) a,nct
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Tab1e 11: Jordanrs phosphqte production and ercports (i" t OOO tonnes)
1968
'1971
197 3
1974
't976
Source: Department of
Production
1 162
640
1 081
1 575
1 700
Statistics and. Jord.an
Exports
1 095
651
1 o8g
1 459
1 630
Phosphate Conpa.ny.
Jordan is cunently the world.ts fourth largest e:cporter of raw phosphates;
its main oustoners are Ind.ia, Japan, Austria, ll\ukey and" the East
European countfies.
At present the only other nining activities consi-st of stone and. gypsum
quamying. Stud.ies are being carried. out with a view to nining potash
on the banks of the Dead Sea and copper i-n the trb,ina^n; geological sr:rveys
ained- at confirning the presence of nanganese and. copper in the south of
the country are now und.er wayl a,nd. in 1975 an oil concession was gra.nted
to a us compalry. Research is being oarried. out to find. a prod.uctive
nethod of extracting the ura,nium which occurs in phosphate in significant
quantities.
(") I'Ianufacturins
VaLue added.: 1O.5% of GDP
hoportion of the employed. working population engaged. in the sector: 6.37;
Average annual growth from llJl to 1)lJz 6.J/o.
r\rrent;'-fsur thousand. people are employetl in this sector, approxi.nately
half of then in businesses with over five enployees. Oil refining, cenent
productionr netal working and cigarette nanufacturing are carried on by
a ha^nd.ful of large firns, but nost of the firns with urore than five enployees
(t 4OO out of 1 BOO) are in textiles and leather.
77
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Hitherto the l-argest firns have enjoyecl
within the country, but the size of the
firns to begin erporting, nainly to the
a Statr: protecteci nonopoly
d.onest:ic narket is forcing these
Gulf S'bates.
Although the rest of the sector is rr:n by keen businessnen, there is
insufficienrt productivity. lltre high d"egree of 'bariff protection they have
hitherto enjoyed. and the very great caution that is exercised. in the issue
of operating l-icences have held. tlown competition and. probably removed any
incentive to try and improve prod.uctivity.
The Government now intend.s to re-adjust its sectoraI policy by uraking it
easier to set up new businesses. Iarge numbers of applications for licences
are currently being received.. Firns are encou:eaged. by a law offering tax
rebates and. concessions, and they can obtain lrlans on easy terms.
The sector as a whole has a nurnber of comparat:ive advantages which it can
e:rploit rapicily:
the existence of nineral resources (phosphates, potash) which couId
support a basi.c ind.ustryr and agricultural resources which, although
limitedr wourd. make it possibre to extend. the food-stuff ind.ustry;
a generally we1-1-gual-ifiecL labour force, although part of it is being
attracted. to the Gulf states by the high wages offered. there;
efficient adninistrat ion;
keen businessmen with consitterable ercperience of trading.
Jorrlants industry could. also benefit f,ron economic union with S;rria, which
is culrently being irplemented. An add.itional asset is the proxinity of
Jord.anrs erport narkets aror:nd. the Culf, but there is sorne doubt whether
d'emand- in these countries will continue to g?ohr, and Jord.a,n will certainly
cone up against coqpetition from other lled.iterranean countries which see
the Midd.le East as a natural outlet for their €r{portSr Because of the
sma1l domestic market, Jordanrs ind.ustry is forced. to rely largely on exports,
and caution need.s to be exercised. in evaluating: the ned.iunr-term potential
of this sector.
fl
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(a) gr""mr
Jord.an obtains its enerry supplies fron the Zarka refinery, a fuel-firecl
power plant and a large number of snall- d.iesel sets.
Electricity production, which has increased. by an avera€e of 16.J/o pet
ye€1a over the Last fLve years, was estinatecl at 41O nillion ktftr in 1975.
Ttre limited scale of the distribution network a.nil- the high generating
cost of the d.iesel sets, nost of which are locatecl outsid.e the Annan
antl Irbid. areas, act as a brake on the extension of economic activity
outside these privileged. regions. Consumption is still very Iow (t85tlrttr
per annum capita) and industry accounts for the biggest proportion of denand
(+2V"1, although outside the industrial centre of Amna.n and. Zarqa the
predonina^nce of household. consunption neans'a very low load factor, which
increases the average prod.uction cost.
(") transpogl
Value addecl ? 9/" of GIDP
Proportion of the employecl
Average annual growth from
working population engaged. in the sector: 5.1f"
1)11 to 19752 4.1{o.
Jord.an has invested. large sums in its communications network clr:ring the
last twenty years and especially under the last Plan ( 1973-75). the increase
in phosphate e:cports, the growbh of transit traffic a.nd the need to develop
the port of Agaba which beca.me apparent when S;rria closed. its frontier in
retaliation after the events of September 1970 afi when the port of Beirut
was closed as a result of the Iebanese civil war, have intensifiecL the
need. for comrunications infrastructure.
Ttre railway network was extend.ed. as far as Aqaba in 1)lJ and. the line cart
carry about 1.5 million t/year of phosphate fron the Hassa mine a.nd
200 000 t of goods. litre port itself, continuaLly modernized since 1959t
has a hand.ling capacity of 3.2 nillion t of phosphates per year and. 6OC OO0 t
of good.s. [he phosphate loading quays are not being usecL to capacity at
present but those used. for hanclS.ing the other good.s c€ui no longer cope
with the countryts requirernents.
5
'7?
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(r) Tourism
the loss of the Holy Plerces in 'l)61 consid.erably red.uce4 the inportance
of tourisn (6zo 0oo visitors in 1956, 2 o0o jn 1959). The state has
subseguently encouragetl. tourists to come to ne'w places, particularly Petra,
which is south of the Dead Sea, and Aqaba, As a result the number of visitors
has increased rapidly, r'ising fron 290 o0o in 1)lz to 1.1 rnirlion in 1)16,
and foreign currency earnings from tourisn reached. /BO niffion this past
year. Most of the visitors cone fron the Mid.d.Ie East (Less than 2Of" ate
E\rropeans) 
"ttd tourist traffic is evenly d.istributed. throughout the year.
The d.evelq>ment of East Bank tourism has been so rapid. that the sector
suffers from a lack of infrastructure and an e'iren greater lack of qualified
labour.
3o
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5. DEITELOPMEnII PROSPECTS rIIIDER ttIE 1q76-80 PLAN
(") General renarks
The current five-year PIan lays the stress on d.eveloping the agricultural,
ind.ustrial ancl. nining sectors:
Table 12: Projections of the 1976-80 Plan
AgricuLture
Mining and inclustry
Construction
Rrb1ic administration
Obher sernrices
GDPl
Average a.nnual
growth rate
(/,)
19754o(forecast )
7.o
26.2
4'1
7.o
R.7
11.9
Sectoral structure
(%)
1975 lg8o(rea1) (torecast)
1O.3 8.315.6 28.3
7.6 5.31g.o 15.2
47.6 42.9
100.0 100.0
This approach was ad.optecl in ord.er to d.evelop nainly exlrorts, particularly
to the Mid.d.Le Eastern markets. It forns part of the Governmentfs long-term
objectives for naking the buttget and the balance of pa;ments less d.ependent
upon external grants. The trade deficit should be lowered. to 21f" of GNP
in 1!BO as against 47f" Ln 1)lJ.
The Pla^n provid.es for average annual fnvestnent of F46o nill-ion2, i.e.
a,n average of 2B/" of GDP over the period in guestion. Public investment
will represent half this a.mount and seni-public ventures aboat 1Jf* Ttre
arnounts for private projects without a State contribution are given only
as a guid.e.
lltre sectoraL breaftd.own of investment favours agricultr:re, nining and.
ind.ustryr particularly the Large-sca1e projects. llhe amounts earmarked.
for transport and. social infrastructure are nevertheless higher tha.n i:r
the preceiLing Plan.
,|
'At factor cost.
2X D75 prices and. exchange rates.
7t
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The financing of investment is basecl on
enigrant workers and on the cl-evelopnent
external 
€rants are to be substantially
the increase i:: transfers by
of bor:rowing fron abroad., whereas
red.uce,cl under the PIa^n.
(t) Sectolal obiectiveji
Asriculture
Investrnents under the Pi.an: $430 ni.tli.o'
1Bf" of the total PIan amount.
The first objective of the PIan is to encourage, as part of the d-eveLopment
of the Jord.an valley, the growing of e:rport crops for the GuIf markets
(fruit, vegetables) 
- 
these being products which can be obtained. in Jord.an
at coqpetitive prices for the region 
- 
and the extension of stock-farming
and the cultivation of flod.iler crops. llhe acreage under cereals, however,
will be red.uced-.- probably by one-third. 
- 
in areas where the yield.s are
lowest to nake way for llruit and. olive trees.
llhe main increases in prod,uction witl be achi-eved. in the irrigated. areas,
the extension of which will take up two-third.s of the investments. It
is plannecL to increase the total irrigated. area fron 30 000 hectares in
1)"lJ to 52 ooo in 1!8o, mainly by carrying out projects in the Jordan
Valley (filgOurillion): construction of the Maqarin d.am, Iengthening
of the East Ghor canaL, extension of sprinkler and. other i.rrigation
method.s.
The other najor projectsr include:
the extension of the areas plantect with frui't trees (Fz4 
^ittion);the rationalization and rnodernization of an ,unirrigated area of 6O OOO hain the lrbid region (Flf.5 nillion).
Mining and ind.ustrv
Investnents under the Plan: y'7eo ni.ltiorr, of which iZSa nillion for mining
lV" of the total annount.
lFor each p"o;""t, trr" a,nounts to be invested.
at 1975 pri.ces.given below, evaLuated.
t'k
tluring the PIan period. are
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Itre developnent objectives in this sector fall into four main categories:
(i) mining of phosphate resources;
(ii) nining of other resources;
(iii) development, with State participation, of industry processing local
raw naterj-als for sale on foreign mariets (e.g., fertilizers, cernent)1
(i") development, in the private sector, of manufactures for eqlort and.,
to a lesser extent, of manufactures to be substituted, under normaL
conpetitive cond.itions, for irports.
llhe Government is therefore primarily conmitted to developing highly capital-
intensive industriee using local resources and geared" to e:rports rather
than encouragiJrg the labour-intensive branches of industry or those which
could. not withstand. international competition. this policy is attuned. to
the present erqplolment situation, which is characterized. by considerable
enigratlon to countries further south, abd also fits in with the d.esire
to improve the state of the balance of pa;rments by cleveloping e4ports rather
than by encouraging local ind.ustry which would be protected. by custons
barriers in a country whose narket is in any event too.snall.
the nain projects includ.ed. in the Plan are:
the extension of phosphate extr.:rction capacity, to be raised from 3.5
nillion t/yea* in 1976 to 6 million t in 1!BO (f75 mirrion);
the opening of a potash mine on the shores of the Dead. Sea ($ZB riffion over
the Plan period. 
- 
a total cost Ft4t miffion). Mining should start in 1)82
and the annual capacity is expected. to be 1 rnilIion tr;
the building near Agaba of a factory to prod.uce phosphatic fertilizers
(ftgO ' million) with a raw phosphate processing capacity of 1.6 nillion t/yeari
a new cement works in eouthern Jord.an ($el *iffion) with a capaci.ty of
1 million t/year, part of the production being intended. for exportl
the extension of the zarqa refinery (F122 million), the annual capacity
of which wil] increase from 1 million t of oil in 1975 to 3.5 million t in
1979.
)Electrici.tv-
Investrnents und-er the Plan: lt34 *ittio.,
= 5.6dh of the total anount.
1* 
.
'1'I11S
2
would. put Jord.an in seventh place in the wbrld..
Jord.an has no l<reorna oil reserve.s, but several areas are at present being
explored.. Itre equivalent of F14 mittion will be given over to oi1
extrlloration during the Plan period. (tfris amount is included in the investments
in the mining sector). s7
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the objective of the PIan is to increase the overrall capacity of the power
plants frorn 130 IUI'J in ljtlJ to 35O M[,] in 1!BO, to organize and. extend. the
distributi.on network, particularly in ord.er to s;upply all the ind-ustriat
areas and those agricultural areas where increas;ing use is being mad.e of
electric puffps and. to connect about a hund"red villages to the national
network. Among the nairr projects, the extension of the zarqa power plant,
which has been under corrstruction since 19?3 aniL will- have an ad.d.j-tional
capacity of 120 MWr wi]l absorb half the total er,mount earmarked for the sector.
lbanspor:!
Investnents und-er the plan: f6Z5 rittiorrl
= 15.7% of the total eumount.
Tbansport infrastructure has been developed. conerid.erably over the last few
yearsr but the rapid grc,wth pfovided. for by the present Plan nevertheless
makes j-t necessaqy to na,intain the volume of works at a high leve],
particularly in order to,:
(i) serve the new ind"ustrial or nining projectsl
(ii) ureet the requirements of external trade er.nd. transit activities;
(:-ii) renove the bottlenecks between the najor agricultural areas (inparticular the,Jordan valley) and. the ar€)as of high food. consumption(Arnman 
- 
Zarqa).
The main projects included in the pLan are:
the purchase of locomotives and wagons to inclease the capacity for
tr-:.nsporting phosphates from the El Hassa nine to the port of Aqaba(fiqq million); the widening to standard gaug'e of the railwa.y track
between Anrnan and the Syrian frontier ( FZq million) i
the expansion of the capacity of the network of roads2 leading to theport of Aqaba and the Syrian frontierl
the buildifg of five new quays at Aqaba (including one for loading
?19:ph"19:), storage silos ana tne purchase of handling equipment(p90 rnilt ion ) ;
the extension of the airports of Agaba and Arunan and the buildinE of a
new international airport near the capltal (193 miffion).
rDoes not includ.e the
i,ncreasing its fleet
annount earmarked by the national airline conpany for(fitzS mirrion).
2Tot*1 cost of the
Itt
road ;projects = $11? rillio.r.
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(") Prospecls
Itre targets set in the 197ffiO Plan look particularly a,nbitious in the light
of the growth achieved in recent years (q.>/" a yea1^ on average).
Variations in income from agriculture due to clinatic factors, a.nd. d.ela;rs
in increasing the anount of irrigated. land. (due to be cloubLed. over five years)
could, inter alia, slow down the growth in agricultural output (target set
at 7f"). Growth in the nining rector depencls nainly on the impl-ementation
of a programme for the extraction of J.4 nillion tonnes of phosphate in
1!BO (as against only 1.? million tonnes Ln 1975h this prog"anme was worked
out before dena,nd a"nd. prices started. dropping on the international phosphate
market. Increased. prod.uction in the manufacturing sector is d.ependent on
the connissioning of new capacity in industries no longer able to keep up
with d.ema.nd. This means that the industrial grorth rate cannot be expected.
to accelerate until the latter half of the Plan period. lltre overall value-added
growth rate in the nining and ind.ustrial sector couid therefore be sonewhere
between the Plan projections (Ze{" a year) and the rate achieved und.er the
197l-75 Plan (1O/" a year).
The volune of fixed. investrnents und.er the Plan is F fOO nillion, i.e. about
324 ot GDP for the whole 197640 period as against,2T/" under +he 19t7T75
Plan. Ttre average yearly increase providecl for ls approxirnately 1{o over
1975, but the year-by-year breakcLown allocates the bulk of investnent to
the first three years, a,nd. the prog?arme will probably be ha'q>erecl by the
fact that there is not enough adninistrative ancl tecbnical capacity available
to prepare a,nd iuplenent a sufficient nunber of specific proj€cts.
8f
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Table 1 l: inE of t under the 19'75-1
he 1q73_1q7s plan (based
on cument p_ricgs for Bast results a.:ad. !*97) prices for forecasts)
197t-197s 19?6-1980 1973-197s 1q?i-1qio
Investment 229 765 100r0 lc0,c
Natioaal savings(of which) Donestic savlngs
Net incone from
' abroad and" emigra.nt
workersf remittances
_ !6rrl
l- 149151
111219,
1?1
(-117f
( 288) 1
- 
.15,9
(- 55,2)
(49,31
22rs(- 15,31
[37,61
' Rqp,etllee.gaD - 265,4 - 594 - 115.9 - 77.7
Net transfers
. Net capital contribution
Change .ih external assets
291,2
39r8
- 65.6
st2
262
12712
1714
- 28.6
43r4
3tlr 5
l Includ.ing JD 243 nillion in gnigranl; workerst renittances
Sourcc : Netlonel Plenning Cor,ncil 
- 
Fivc ycer plen 1!)?6-1900
Taken as a whoLe the investnent financing problens d.o not appear insoluble.
The unexpected.ly rapicl increase (more thaxr double the arnowrt forecast for
1l)16) in remittances fron workers abroad. could more tha.n nake up for the
complete absence of d.ornestic saving (consunption is welL above GDp). Ihe
nt.'ed remains, however, for the State to mobilize an increasing proportion
of these renittances to finance public investmenibr-which in turn means that
anong other things private consumption will have.to be held down. In spite
o:fl these measures, the State will stil1 be forcecl to borrow Large suns abroadt
increasing the public external d.ebt and the serv:Lcing ratel which could rise
to 1o/o by 1!80.
A-LI in all, bearing in nincl Jordants absorlption oapacity and the clifficulties
besetting agriculture a,nd. ind.ustry, it l-ooks as 1;hough the growth in GDP
w:111 be well below llne 12f, per annun envisaged. b;r the Plan.
'f,b
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In the longer tern, the launching of the investnent projects pla^nned. and.
the exploitation of Jorrla.nfs natural advantages should. ensure a relatively
high growth rate. Rich in ninerals for its size, well-situated. geographicallyt
and. end.owed with a skiLled labour force and. efficient adninistrationr Jorda,n
d-oes not lack assets to aid. its develqrnent.
However, the cor:ntryts smal1 clonestic narket a^nd. its hearry dependence on
the neighbor.rring e:cport markets make econonic growth somewhat precarioust
for the ind.ications are that denancl in those markets will grow less rapiclly
in the med.iu.n term, and. tougher competition is expected. there fron other
Med.iterranean corrntries in particular.
Jorrlants economic situation cannot be assessecL by applying the usual criteria.
Ttre developrnent of the countryts economy conceals fund.amental irnbalances
which nake it seem probable that the exceptionally high leve1 of dependence
on a nassive inflo'w of rernittalrces a^nd. foreign capital will continue.
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Syria covers an area of approxinately 185 OOO km2, about 45 Z of which
ig eonsidered arable land, the remainder consists of bare nountains, desert
and.pasture. The present population is eetinated to be around 8.0 M people
growing at a rate of approxirnatety 3.3 Z p.a. Incone per capita in 1976
expressed in current prices was 2 630 SL equivatent to 670 US $.
4gricultural resources are important. I{treat and bartey are widely
cultivated and, on average, the outPut is sufficient to cover domestic
consunption. Amongst the cash crops cotton is by far the most imPortanE
providing, on average, 15 Z of the total export earnings in recenE years'
Non agricultural resources are inportant. Oi1, with a production of 10 M tons
p.a. contributed, in recent years, to aPproxinately 7O Z of the total export
e.rrrirgr. ltigh grade phosphates (60165 Z PzO) with a production of 1 M Eons
p.a., are becoming an important exPott item.
Since 1963, the econony of the country has been managed within the
framework of a national p1an. Although the performances of the economy. have
ueually fe1l short the plan targets'.llr9 long term growth of GDP averaged,
over the period between 1963 and Lg76, a rate of increase of 7.3 Z p.a. (1)'
Ttre growth of the economy lifted the income per capita' expressed in 1963
con6tant prices fron 8OO SL in 1963 to 1 4OO SE in 1976 which corresponds to
an annual growth rate of 4.4 Z p.a. O.rer the period considered, the structure
of the economy has undergone some important changes characterized by a drop
fron 30 7 to 18 Z of'the agricutturat sectorst contribution to vatue added,
coupled. with an iacrease fron 15 to 2O Z of the share of GDP generated by the
industrial sectors. Agricultural however, absorbing almost 50 7" of the rotal
labour force, stilt remains the nost important sector, capabte of deeply affec-
ting the growth trend of the economy through unpredictable annual fluctuations
of output.'
Ihrring the tast development Plan, covering the period between 1971
and 1975, the econouy grelt at a rate of 1O.5 7 p.a. which is 2.3 Z faster
than the rate predicted by the Plan. Ttre Planrs targets were amply overtaken'
chiefly thanks to the rapid e.conomic expansion achieved during L974 and L975,
when, with the help of a tenfold increhse in the amount of financial assistance
(1) Uriless otherwise stated all growth rates refer to aggregates e:rpressed in q(
reat terms. '' I
7
teceived from other Arab countries (670 M US $ in 1975), the economy rapidly
recovered from the effects of the October war. The inflows of Arab grants
were rapidly transferred on the economy through a drastic rise in Government
expenditure, which increased fourfold between .1971 and 1976 without however
increasing the internal debt position of the Grrsernment. The increase in
public expenditure boosted investments (in 197t6 these absorbed over 25 Z of
GDP) but brought about a large trade deficit (:t.2 B US $ in L976) which, in
the absence of the Arab grants, would have cau:sed a substantial external debt.
At present the debt service ratio, excluding n:llitary debt, is 10 Z indicating
the relatively tow Level of external indebtednress in spite of the high level
of consumption and investments coupLed- with the small internal l-evel of
savings and the large trade deficit. '
If on the one hand, the inflows of Aralb grants in L974 and 1975 allowed
the Government to follow expansionary policies without incurring in any budge-
tary or balance of payments problems, on the other it would appear to have
connnitted the Government to a future pattern o:[ expenditure beyond the countryfr
potential. This has already emerged in 1976 whren Arab grants dropped to 450 M
US $ rapidly causing an increase in the Goverrunent indebtedness accompanied
by short term borrowing and a balance of palmrernts deficit of 500 M US $.
The structure of the L977/80 Plan, conceived in 1974 and 1975, when
Syria enjoyed an exceptionally favourable external situation, would also
appear to be based on over-optirnistic assumptions. In the agricultural sector,
the Plan aims at achieving self-sufficiency in the production of food products
chiefly through the development of the Euphrates irrigation project. In the
industrial sectorr the envisaged development is based on a greater exploi tation
of the available resources such as cotton, phosphates, oil and natural gas.
The planned rate of growth of the economy (L2 7 p.a.) and the Plants inverst-
uents of" 54 B St (US $ t+ 11, 75 Z of which is assumed to be financed by
internal resources, are based. on excessively optimistic assumptions about the
countryrs savings generation potential. In fact, the Planfs projections iqre
based on an average propensity to save of 28 t! while the actual propensi ry
to save of Syria has rarely been above L2 Z. ltt would appear therefore tlhat
the Planrs target could only be achieved if a level of external assistanr:e
uuch higher than that assumed in the Ptan will. be forthcoming. Although :Lt is
difficult to speculate as to whether other Areib countries will step up ttreir
qb
3grants, it is however useful to point out thet the gap in resources assumed
in the Plan (based as pointed out above on a propensity to save over twice
ab large as that achieved historically) is atready higher than the leve1 of
grants received by Syria in the peak year of L974. Beside all the above
considerations of financial character, the Plan appears to be over-optirnistic
from a physical point of view as well. This is because the investments
envisaged by the Ptan involve a rapid inplenentation of a number of projects
that at present do not appear to have reached a sufficiently advanced stage
of preparation.
If the Planrs objectives appeal to be difficult ao t"nr".re' some
optimisrn is however justified. The anbitious investment programne in the
agricultural sector, even if it suffers inevitable delays and setbacks'
shoutd gratlually decrease the dependence of agriculture on rainfall. This
should avoid the periodical deficits in the countryrs food grain production,
and should go a long way to stabilize farmsr output on which the agro-based
industrial sector depends.
The prospects for a continued fast growth in the industriat sector
are favourable, especially if the generat movement towards the liberalisation
of trade, foreign exchange regulations and private initiatives, is capable
of bringing back Syrian capitals and talents that fled the country in the
nid-sixties. This is already happening in the construction sector which has
enjoyed a rapid expansion fuelled by a nunber of new private ventures financed
with external capilgls. For cotton and phosphates, Syria is rapidly following
a world wide trend ained at liniting the exports of unprocessed domestic raw
naterials. To fulfil this objective, sufficient spinning capacity will be
provided domestically to elininate, by 1980, all exPorts of raw cotton, and
the rapid development of the fertiLizer industry should go a long way to
ninimize the exports of unProcessed phosphates.
The presently existing light industry (engineering, paPer products,
tractors, refrigerators and television assembly) is expected to rapitlly
increase its output with the establishnent of 5 free zones, located close to
the Syrian/Jordan border and in the vicinity of Damascus , Lattakia, Tartous
and H6ins. The proxinity of iyria to tlre Gulf narkets, its availability of
manpower and the presence of a reasonably large domestic market, should
constitute important additional assets favouring the development of the
manufacturing and food processing sectors. Furthermore, the chronic labour
deficit situation in the wealthy Gulf states strould provide plenty of
enployment opportunities for Syrians thus gener:ating a steady inflow of
foreign exchange. The favourabl" prori."ts of rrew oil findings, the develop-
nent of the phosphates deposits and possibly ttrose of iron ore, shoutd in
Ehe futur€r go some nay towards helping the bal.ance of the trade account
which however will likely show, for a few yearsi to come, a substantial deficit.
The moderate optimism expressed above however, in addition co the
continuation of the trend towards the liberalisiation of private initiatives,
as well as measures aimed at improving p-roject.s' preparation and implementa-
tion, is conditional to a rapid and permanent settlement of the political
situation of the area. This not only will enablle the Government to divert
towards productive activities a large amount of resoutces (16 Z of GDP) at
present spent on defence, but it would also contribute to re-establish a
clinate of confidence necessary to fully explollt the countryrs economic
potential.
6\(
2-. Gerieial features
t2, about 45 Z of which
is considered arabl.e land, the remainder consists of bare mountains, desert
and pastures suitable only for nomads.. The frontiers of the present day Syria
are largely artificial, being definedr- except westwards where the frontier fol-
lowe the crest of the anti lebanon hills, by straight line drawn between
salient points.
Geographically Syria consists of two main zones : a fairly narrow western
part for:ned by a fertile coastal plain, interrupted eastwards by a mountain
rangei these mountains, rising to | 5OO m., fall very sharply eastwards to a
flat bottomed valley opening on a broad and open platforn aropping gently
towards the East and crossed diagonally by the wide Euphratesvalley.
The presence of ranks of relatively high mountains aligned paralLel to
the coast has important climatic effects. Tenpering and humid effects from
the Dtediterranean are restricted to the narrorJ nestern belt, where the climate
is uild without wide seasonal fluctuations. Central and western Syria, on
the contrary, show marked conti-nental tendencies with a moderately cold winter
with frequent frost at night. Rainfall is fairly abundant in the I'lest, where
the heights of the land tend to detetmine the amount received; but east of
the chain of mountains, the amount decreases considerably producing a stePPe
regioD that quickly passes into true desert, except close to the banks of the
river Euphratesand its larger tributaries, where local irrigation projects have
allowed some cultivation.
Agricultural resources are iuportant. Wtreat and barley are widely cultivated
and, on average, the output is sufficient to cover domestic consumPtion. Fruit
and vegetables are also wide spread crops, but their production is not sufficient
and has to be supplemented with imports. Amongst the cash croPs' cotton is by far
the most iurprirtant providing' on average, 15 7 of ttre total exPorts earnings in
recent years. Agriculturat resources are likely to increase considerably in the
uedium long term, as the irrigation schemes associated to the Euphraces dam, will
come to fruition.
q7
Noi{giicultural resourceg are sigfificant. oil- with a production of 1o M
tons p.a. r is by far the most iuportant and likely to naintain its predom:'.nant
tcole in the future. This is because a large part of the country has not yet
been fully explored and the likelihood of discovering additional deposits is
:canked fairly high. Iligh grade phosphates (60 Z, tZOS), with a productiou of
I M tons p.a., have only recently started to be e:rpLoited. Uranium and iron ore
although not yet con'mercial-1y exptoited, are believed to exist in sufficient
tquantities to permit their extraction on econoudc terms,
The transport system in Syria is being expanded rapidly. The road arrd rail
rretworks not only play an important role in the national transport context,
but they are aLso part of an important inEernational network of transportation
n-inking, for instance, Baghdad and Amarl to Beirut via Damascus. The network
of roads, with a total of l4r0o km, 7O Z of whieh are bitumenized, appears to be
sufficientthe raihrays network however, with tu'o different gauges, has lagged
behind and it is onLy recently that, with a sig,nificant extension of the system,
will be capable of providing a valid alternative to road transport.
Damascus is an important international airport, capable of handling Ehe
llargest aircraft at present in service, with an annuaL leveL of traffic o:E
0.5 rnilLion passengers. Internal air transport only plays a very lirnited role.
l,attakia and Tartous are international general cargo ports adequate, afte:r the :
planned expansion, to service the seaborne cransport requirement of the cr:untry.
Two important international oil pipelines (one from Iraq the other from Siaudi
Arabia) cross the country, providing, when regu:larly working, a significarrt
contribution to the baLance of pa)rments. The Lraqui pipeline ter:minates at
Banias which is an important deep water tanker port.
x
xx
Itt D
.3. lop,ulation and enploElgrtt -
The population of Syria in 1977 is estiuated to be just under 8 M people
and growi"g 
:a 
a rate of 3.3 7 P.a.
The average density of population for the country as a whole is 43 people
ttper km" or, 96 people per km' of arable land. During the last decade there has
been a continuing movement from village to town, reflected in a considerabLe
increase in the urban population. The population of Damascus and Aleppo'
O.83 M people the former and 0.64 l{ people the latter, have almost doubled
in the last decade. Rural population renains concentrated mainly along the
coast and in the strip east of Lebanon, its rate of growth of 2.1 7 p'a' has
been throughout the country lbwer than the national average.
The countryrs manpower (defined as those between the ages of 12 and 65 years
o1d) was esrimated at 5.O Nl ot 67 Z of the total population in 1975. Ilowever,
the labour force (persons currently enployed or seeking ernplolment), was esti-
nated at 1.8 Li in the sane'year, or less than 36 Z of the potential labour
force. This is probably due to the very low participation rate of the fenale
population and the high rate of school enrotement and ar:my recruts.
The occupational distribution of the Labour force, shown in Annex l, has
not changed significantly over the last decade. The number of unemployed is
estimated to be around 90 OOO people equal to apProxinately 5 7 of the total
labour force. This number howeyer tends to underestimate the actual unernploy-
ment, not only because a large number of,.uneoployed persone do not register with
the l1inistry of Labour, but also because the underemplolment in the agricul-
tural sector is believed to be substantial.
x
xx
t 0l
-4. Recent economic deveLopment
4. l. Introduction
Since the attainment of independence in 19,46, Syria has had several
changes in regime which resulted in a shift of power from groups of landowners,
traders and industrial-ists to a rising group o:E officers, technicians and
civil servants. This change was accompanied by a shift of the economy from an
essentially laissez-faite'system to a l.argely prublicly owned and tegulated one.
The Baath Socialist Party ctme to poriler in 1963 and since then it has
given to Syria a reasonable degree of stability, further consolidated since
the beginning of l97l when General Assad nas elected president. Since the.n
a gradual, but noticeable move towards 
-a more open mixed economy, in whictl
the private sector plays a greater ro1{ iiis talken place.
Since 1963' the econony of the country has been managed within the frame-
work of a national plan. At present the fourth plan I977IAO is bei.ng
implemented. fn general, during the first two Plans, the actual achievements
of the economy'have not attained the planned targets chiefly due to foreign
exchange shortages, poor preparation of projects and a number of political.
upheavals severly upsetting the development of the economy.
In spite of lfris, however, the long term growth of the economy has kept
well over that of population. As shown in Table l, GDP at market prices
during the period between 1963 and 197-6 averagerl a rate of growth of 7.3 7,
p.a. (l) with a peak of t9 z in 1974 and a rrough of - 2.8 z in 1966. The
wide annual fluctuation of GDP have mainly been eaused by the variations
in yearly output of the agricultural sector brought about by changes in weather
conditions. The economic growth of the country lifted the income per capita,
expressed in t963 constant prices, from 8OO S E in 1963 to t 4OO S E in 1975
which corresponds to an annual growth rate of per capita income of 4.8 7 p.a.
Income pef capita in 1976 expressed incurrent p:cices was 2 630 E equal to
.670 us 6.
(l) unless other:nrise stated all growth rates rgJfer to aggregates sxpressedin real tems
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During the period covered by the third five year development Plan (Llr7Ll1S)
the growth of the economy averaged a rate of 10.5 7 p.a. This rate is wel-ll over
that envisaged by the Plan which predicted a growth of 8.2 Z p.a. The planrs
targets were amply overtaken chiefly thanks to the rapid economic expansion
achieved during 1974 and 1975 when, with the help of a tenfold increase in the
:rmount of financial assistance received from other Arab countries, the economy
rapidly recovered from the effects of the October war.
In 1976, the growth of the economy, although in net decline with respect
of the two previous yeats, was stil1 above I Z p.a. The sharp reduction irr the
lfevel of grants received however (down by 30 Z vhen conpared to the previous
year) coupled with the fast growth in public expenditure and iqports, brorrght
'about an increase in the domestic public debt (2O Z of GDP) and the deficjlt of
the current account of the balance of payments reached almost 3 OOO M SE, equal
to over 7O Z of total export receipts.
4-2. The development of the principal sectors of the economy
As indicated in Table I agriculture has shown a long ter:m growth of 31.3 Z
F,.a. This, being markedly below the growth of the economy as a whole narr:owed
t;he contribution of the sector to GDP from 3O Z in t963 to 18 Z in 1976. In more
recent years however, due to a series of favour,able crops and an increase in
the area under irri.gation, the agricultural sector performed better than erxpectec
and, as shown in Table 2, the actual growth rate over the plan period (7.7' Z
p,.a.) was well above that predicted by the plan (5.2 Z p.a.).
Industry, on the contrary, has shown a tong term growth rate well above
that of GDP leading to a significart increase in its contribution to GDP rising
fron 16 Z in L963 to 2O 7 irt L976. In more recent years however, as shown in
Table 2, the devetopment of the sector, in spite of receiving the largest pro-
portion of investments over the third five year Ptan, has fa11en short the
Plants expedition, chiefly due to difficulties encountered in the inplementation
of large projects and the dislocations caused by the 1973 war.
Likewise industry the construction sector has increased at a rate well abore
that of GDP. This trend, in recent years, has llurther accelerated favoured by
the private sectorrs liberalization measures ancl by the availability of capital
originating in particular fro4 the remittances of Syrians wo-rking abroad. .
,iu{lu I
11-
Table 2 : Comparison between the planned and the actual growth rates
of ttre economy over the 3rd five year development plan (1971/76)
Agriculture
Industry
Construction
Transport and Comerce
Trade
Finance
Government
Other services
Plan(Z p.a. )
5.2
15.8
ll.5
9.8
3.4
4.1
4.5
ro.5
Actual(Z p.a.) (l)
7.7
tr.2
r7.4
r2.3
ro.8
17. I
15.7
6.9
to.5GDP 8.2
Source : State planning Comission
(l) GiP figures at 1963 constant prices
/05"
L2
* - -The increase in thsnunber of Governnent earployees and the rises in'civil
servants salaries are reflected in the fast grourth of Governnent services Chat
has increased at a rate well above that of the economy, expending its contri-
bution to value added from 9 7. Ln 1963 to 12 Z in 1976.
4.3. The development of the nain codponents of final denand
4.3. I. Consumption
PubLic and private consumption have absorberd, on average, over the period
1968176, approximately 90 Z of GDP. The long term trend indicates, as shown
in Table 3, that the proportion of national resources allocated to consumption
has increased over time. This is mainly due to the rapid increase in public
expenditure that has gronm between l97O apd 1976 at a rate of t5.O Z p.a. which
ie well over that of GDP.
4.3.2. Capital tg::nation .expenditure ancl its financing
Gross capital fornation in Syria has grown over the period between l97O
and 1976 at a rate of 23.2 Z which is over two tines that of GDP. The rapid
rate of increase of investment is also reflectecl in the proportion of the total
value added absorbed by donnestic capital forrnaci.on which rose from 14 Z to
28 7 of. GDP from 1970 to 1976.
As shown in Table 4, the comparison between planned and actual investments
indicates that the targets of the 3rd development plan (1971/75) have been
achieved. The breakdown of investments by sector indicates the emphasis put
by the plan on the development of the industrial. sectog and the importance of
the Euphrates project'in the overall economic dervelopment of the country.
The proportion of investments financed through national savings has since
1974 sharply declined. Up to 1973 national savi.ngs, representing just over
l0 Z of GDP, financed on average approximately i'5 Z of the gross domestic in-
vestments. itt the last few years national savi.ngs representing onLy 5 Z of
GDP, covered on average only l8 7" of the total i.nvestment expenditure, the
balance being covered by Arab grants.
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4.3.3. Public e:(F-enditure dnd Goverrment finance
Domestic revenues have increased at a rate of 29 7 p.a. between l97O
and 1976, representing, at. the end of the period, almost 3O Z of GDP.
As shown in Table 5, the major s_ource of dmestic revenues are the
transfers to budget of the public enterprise. These have
shown, chiefly thanks to the growth in the surpl.uses of the state owned oil
company, a fourfold increase between 1973 and 1976. The second nost ibportant
revenue source are direct and indirect taxes. Ttre importance of tax revenues,
as a proportion of total Government revenues, has declined from 46 7" in l97O
to 38 Z in 1975. The third source of Governnent funds are the non tax revenues;
the largest item included in this category are the oil transit dues paid to Sy-
ria by Iraq and Saudi. Recently, due to a dispute on transit rates, this item
of revenues has been drastieally cut depriving Syria from an important propor-
tion of its.foreign exchange earnings.
Up to 1975 current expenditure rose in line with revenues absorbing
steadily 8O Z of the total funds available to Government. In 1976 and in
1977, the proportion of revenues allocated to current expenditure sharply
increased leaving less than I Z of revenues to investment expenditure. The
najor item of expenditure is defence which has absorbed an increasing share of
Government revenues reaching 60 Z of totaL current expenditure or nearly 16 Z
of GDP. The relative share of current expenditure on education, general admi-
nistration and social services has, as a whole, declined while the allocations
to the Ministry of Supply earmarked foi price stabilisation purposes have signi-
ficantly increased
Investment expenditure during the period between l97O and 1976 has increa-
sed 7 fold from 743 VI S E to 5 212 U S E representing respectively 36 7" and
46 Z of the total Governnent expenditure. Capital outlays have been approxi-
mately equally divided among the three najor sectors : Agriculture and lrriga-
tion; Indristry, llining and Power; Transportation, Public Utilities and Works,
following the general guidelines of the l97ll75 development plan.
. The continuo:,s increase of both recurrent and development exPenditure
has brought about a corresponding rise in the Government deficit. This, as
shown in Table 5, has increased from 9 Z of GDP in l97O to 2O Z in 1976 re-
ipresenting almost 70 Z of Go*r"rr*.ot domestic revenues. As shown in Table 5
the Government deficit up to 1972 was financed through domestic borrowing
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fron the banking sector, thereafter large transfers of externaL aids from other
Arab countrieg not onLy enabled the Government to cover its rising deficit
but also allowed the public sector to reduce its overall indebtedness with the
national banks.
The favourable situation experienced in 1973, 74 and 75 seern however to
have.come to an end because, as shown in Table 5, in 1976, due to the previous-
ly mentioned drop in the Arab grants , the external borrowing of Govern-
ment sh4rply increased. Furthermore, the overall. deficit budget:d for the
year 1977 is aLmost 2.5 times as large as that experienced in 1976 ancl, unless
torresponding transfers of Arab aids to the budget will become available, the
Government deficit will have to be covered with borrowings of unprecedented
size.
4.4. Money and bankirrg
The banking systen in Syria has been nationalized in the sixties. Since
then, nonetary po.licies are deEermined by the Council on Money and Credit in
concert with an Economic Comittee headed by the Minister for Economic Affairs.
The policy guidelines set by the Corrmittee and the Council are implemented on
a day to day basis by the Central bank of Syria. Monetary authorities, in the
implementation of their credit regulation policies, have almost entirely relieri
on direct eontrols, notably on credit ceilings. More recently however, credit
ceilings have been applied more fexibly and demands for loans were acconodated,
provided credits were required for the financing of certain productive projects.
At present, the discount rates vary between 5 7" fot corr-ercial banks paper and
2.5 Z for specialized credits. Lending rates vary between 4 and 9 Z, while
rates on time and saving deposits range between 4 and 5.75 7".
At present, the banking system is made up by 5 banks (l). As all of thes
extend both connnerciaL credits and development loans, their specialization
would appear to be based on their sector of intervention rather than on the
type of crBdit they grant. Up until recently, although credits from these
banks have increased substantially, the majority of the lending has been on
short term maturity while long term lending (more than 5 years) has been ne-
gligible. Recent data however indicate that the trend of credit granted by
banks is moving towards Longer term maturities than has been the practice so fa:
'.:(10 Comercial Bank of
Real Estate Bank,
Syria;
PopuLar
Agriculture Cooperative Bank, Industrial Bank'
Credit Bank.
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Up !9- 1972, noney supply expanded ?},.a.rati of over 15 Z compared to an
average GDP growth rate of about 12 7" p.a. a! current prices. As shown in
Table 6 the credit expansion was mainly generated by rising budgetary deficits
which were fi4anced through borrowing from the domestic banking system.
Between 1972 and t976 the gro'wth of money supply doubled chiefly due to a
sudden increase in the volume of credits granted to the enterprise and the
household sector. In 1976, as shown in Table 6, a noticeable change took place
in the monetary situation characterized by a sudden drop in the foreign exchange
assets held by the banks, and a doubling in the indebtedness of the Government
sector which since 1972 did not show any tendency to increase. The worsening
of the general monetary situation, lras brought about by the alre3dy mentioned
reduction in the aid received from other Arab countries without being matched
by corresponding cuts in government expenditure.
4.5. Prices
prices in Syria are subject to Government control. Present regulations
besides determining the prices of the public sectorrs outputs fixes the price
of approxinately tO basic comnodities of large consunption often involving
price subsidisations. A further price control procedure recently inplemented
involves the fixing of a mark-up rate over and above market prices coupled
with distribution of rations at levels just below the average Per capita con-
sumption of these goods.
Existing price indices only have a linited significance' They tend to
underestimate price inflation because no allolrances are introduced for the
frequent price subsidies.
In fact, as
been relatively
approximately 3
chiefly due to
gure came from
line with world
shown in Table 7, existing indices indicate that prices have
stable between 1962 and 1972 incteasing at a yearly average of
z. More recently, however, prices have increased faster'
the greater degree of liquidity of the economy. Further Pres-
the supply side through increases in the cost of imports in
wide inflation.
Itv
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letl9_?_
I{holesale Priee fndex
(f chang'e)
1970 7
r97r t0
1972 
- 5
1973 32
t974 t4
1975 7
1976 r2
Source : Central bureau of Sitatistics
4.6. The balance of payments
As shown in Table 8, the balance of palmernts of Syria is characterized
by a growing trade deficit that has risen from 643 M S L, equal to lO Z of GDP,
in 1970 to 4 685 11 S L (1.2 B us S), equal ro 2t Z of GDp, in 1976.
In recent years, exports have onl-y covered ofl average 55 7" of total imports
in spite of the fact that Syriafs terms of trade have improved as a result of
increasing crude oil and phosphate prices. As shown in Annex 2, the
recent movements in c-o'nmodity prices have alterred the structural composit.ion
of Syrian trade, and from 1974, crude oil emer:ged as the principaL syrian
export accounting for over 70 7" of totaL exports. As shom in Annex 3, the
structure of imports has remained more stable. In recent years consuner goods
accounted for approximately 25 7" of total importsrwhile intennediate goods and
capital goods accounted for 55 Z and t9 Z reslrectivel"y. Recently, important
changes have also taken place in the directiorr of trade of Syria. Up to 1972,
the sociatist countries were the principal trerding partners of Syria; in 1974,
the predominance of the Eastern Bock on the Slrrian trade ceased and Western
Europe took the lead, shipping almost half of Syrian imports and receiving an
equal proportion of the countryts exports.
l,t4
Table 8 
- 
BAUINCE 0F PAYTGNTS
(ll. of Syrirn pounds)
1973 1971 1975 1976
1. 6oods and Scrvicce
Exports (FOBl
loports (CtF)
Trade balancc
Oil transit duee
Shipping snd Transport
Trevel and tourisr
_lnvestncnt incodc
6overnacnt
-.0thcrs
t{et Seruices
Unrcaulted Transfers
Balance on current account
Cepital account
Pri vetc
Official
2.
3. Net crrors and otissions
it. Ovcrall surplus or deficit (-)
1 559
-2541
- 
1W2
+ 563.2
+ 2.8
+ 52.1
+ 12.8
+ 54.6
+ 60.4
t_746.,J.
+ I 550.4
+ 1 2?4.5
+95
-99
+ 194
- 
185
1€9
2 914
-4176
- 
't 262
+ 479.2
+ 13.7
- 
563.1
+ 99.8
+ 18.9
- 
aiz
+ 167.1
+ 1 714.4
+ 619.7
+ 22?
+62
+ 165
- 
il09
+ 846. ?
5 4/t1
-569?
-&.
+ 50$1
- 
54.9
- 
296.5
+ 5o.3.
- 
57.3
- 
1?8.1
- 
11.4
+ 2 611.4
+ 34t1.0
-35
+68
- 
103
-19
+ 379
4 141
-8826
-1685
+ 11?.8
- 
19.7
- 
186.8
- 
m.5
- 15.2
+ 4?.2
- 
8r.2
+ 1 765.8
- 
3 002.4
1 048
+ 230
+ ?68
50
- 
1 954.4
Sourcc : Central Bank of Syria and 18R0.
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Up to 1972, the trade deficits were only parrtially offset by invisible
earnings, wittr the consequence that the countiy was usually loosing reserves
with the exception of some years when large capi.tal inflows were balancing the
accounts. Between 1972 and 1975 the situation changed and the growing trade
deficits were more than offset by a sudden increrase in unrequited transfets,
raising fron 2oo M s E ia 1972 to 2600 M s L in 1915. rn 1976, however,'rcue
to a doubling of the trade deficit, coupled withr a sharp reduction in the
unrequited transfers and a drop in the oil transrit revenues, the current
accound closed, for the first time sinc e 1971, with a deficit of 3 O0O M S L
(0.8 n us $).
Up to 1975, the increasing surpluses of ther current account coupled w,ith
tlre net capitaL inflorgs'in 1972 and, t974 have enarbled Syria to accumulate a
sf-gnificant anount of foreign exchange. Gross i.nternational reserves rose
from the equivalenr of US $ tgS M at the end of l97Z to US $ 7OO M at rhe end
of 1975 equivalent to cover 8 months of imports. During 1976 however part of
the external reserves were enployed to cover the deficit of the current account
and, at the end of the s:rme year, gross reserves in gold and foreign exchange
were reduced to US $ 430 M. ,
4.7. The external debt
The information at present available on the size and the structure of the
Syrian external debt are not compl.ete and often not entirely consistent. 'up
to 1974 the externaL debt, as shown in Table 9, remained low around O.4 B IJS $.
Debt service repayments were kept around tO Z of the total exports of goods and
non factor services except in 1974 when, due to the sudden increase in oil
revenuesrthe debt service ratio dropped to 5 Z. After 1974 the total debc
can only be indirectly estimated from the size of the annual repayments. A rough
estimate would tend to indicate that in 1976 the public external debt was
approximately I B US S and the debt service ratio around lO 7.. These indicators
however tend to underestimate the real indebtedness of the couirtry, not onty
because ttre data of Table 9 excludes short term borrowings, but chiefly
because it does not include the external nilitary debt believed. to be subs-
tantial.
Lft
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5. aqgryq1s of the structure of the main sectors of the econorny
5. l. Agriculture
Value added generated z 18 % of GDp
Bmployment : 5O 7 of the total labour force
Growth : 3.3 7 p"a. (t963176>
Investment received z 2l Z of the national gross capital forma-(iacluding the Euphrates tion
project)
The importance of agriculture in the economy of Syria goes be;i:ond the
figures quoted above, not only because uruch oli the manufacturing sector relies
on agricultural raw materials 
- cotton spinning, food processing and textile
leather industries 
- but also because the distribution and the service indus-
triesr'as well as the export earnings of the country partly depend on the
level of the agriculturaL output. Further:rnore, the fluctuations in the level
of production of the agricultural sector caused by random weather conditions
significantly affect the overall economic actjlvities of the country, causing
sizeable variations in domestic demand and foreign exchange availabilitv that
slow down the growth of the economy.
t The total cultivable area is estimated to be 8.7 M ha (46 Z of the total
countryfs surface) while the renainder-consislls of bare mountains, desert and
pastures suitable only for nomads. Table 1O shows the land usage.
Table 10
Cultivated land use
(1 o0o ha)
L966-L970 L97L-".1975 Index (a)
Non irrigated
Irrigated
Fal1ow
Total
2 593
480
2 899
2 7tl6
s63
2 grd8
106
LL7
89
(a) 66 - 70. Loo
.|tr
llv
5 912 5 877 98
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Table 11 shows the breakdown of the agricultural. output by nain
be seen, the outputs of wheat, fruits and vegetables and poultry
while the production of barley, cotton, qugar beet and milk has
or dectined.
Table 11
Agricultural production by nain crops
(1 0OO tons)
crops. As it can
have increased
remained constant
Wheat
Barley
Cotton
Sugar Beet
Vegetables
Fruits
Milk
Eggs(nln)
L966-L970
767
433
373
185
937
480
529
275
L97L-L975
286
46s
406
L92
583
628
472
ALL
foa"* (.)
168
107
109
LO4
169
131
89
t49
(a) 66 -7O = 1oO
Agricultural production is closely.related to the pattern of rainfall
distribution in the country. Rainfall is highest in Syriars northern and western
portions and decreases ds one moves to the South and East. Rainfall conditions
range fron.semi-hurnid (5OOI8OO 
'nm of rain p.a.) where cotton, wheatr sugar beet'
olives and tomatoes are widely cultivated, to arid and semi-arid with a scarce
and unpredictable leve1 of rainfaLL (LOOI2OO m p.a.) where dry farming of
barley is possible during favourabLe years on1y. Much of the year to year
fluctuation in cereals production depends on the success of the crop in this
area.
9
ln
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In spite of this, however, Syria is, on a\/erage, selfsufficient in terms
of cereaLs and during favourable years, the country has an exportable surplus
of wheat and barley (2OO OOO tons p.a.). This has, however, been achieved uore
rarely in recent years than in the early sixtirrs, chiefl-y due to the increase in
population and the detrimentat effect thatthe .Land. refotms appear to have, had.m
agricultural output.
In normal years however in'spite of the crcuntryrs deficit in fruits' vege-
tabLes, meat and animal products, the overall ,external- trade bal.ance of the
agricultural sector is positive, chiefly due t,o the valuable exports of eotton.
Total irrigated area approxinately covers 555 0OO ha of which l5O OOO ha
are under controlled irrigation from majcir public irrigation piojects, ttre
remainder consists of smaLL scale privately controlled works, subject to con-
siderable annual fluctuationsin response to the variations in water supplly.
Although the irrigated area has increased in the last decade and, with the
inplernentation of the Euphrates irrigation sch,eme, it should continue to
increase (the ultimare irrigation potential of the dam is 640 OOO ha, th:is
however is unlikely to be achieved during this century) rainfed agriculture
stiLl accounts for 7O Z of the total agricultuirat ouLput. Given the dependence
qf rainfed agriculture on weather conditions, the stabilization of Syriats agri-
culturaL output wiLl still take many years andl will unlikely be achieved before
the Euphrates irrigation schemes will be welt under nay. Si.nce 1973, when the
dam was completed, only about 20 OOO ha have been irrigated and cultivat,ed as a
pilot project. The slow development of the ir:rigated area stands to show the
complexity of the project that involves, not only a large investment in infra-
structure (land preparation, roads, housing, sitorage, facilities, etc.), but
also it reguires convincing thousands of farmers to come and live in this
remote and semi-arid area. The governmenE tar:get aiming at irrigating duringthe
next five years 240 OOO ha of which 135 OOO ha would be cultivated , seems
therefore rather optinistic,
It should however be pointed out that the moderate long term growth, rate
of the agricultural output, only partly refler:ts the potential of the Syrian
agriculturaL sector. Unfavourable weather conditions in l97O and 1973, coupled
with the after effects of the land reforns implemented in the tate sixties,
have not yet released the full- productive potrential of the sector estima:ted to
be anply sufficient to achievg a sizeible exportable surplus in food croPS
and selfsufficiency in animal products.'
r19
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5.2. Secondary sector
Value added generated z 20 7 of
Enployment : L27of
Growth z 9.4 Z
Investment received z 46 7 of
Since tgiZ, when the phosphates mine close
country, began production, Syria has exported a
rocks (60 7" P.O.) reaching 650 ooo tons in 1974z)
Produetion is expected to reach 2 M tons by the
In addition to oi1 anil phosphates 
'
of chromite, satt, at least 10O M tons
amount of uranium which is believed to
deposits.
total labour force
(1963-1976)
national gross capital formation
to Patmira, in the centre of the
growing quantity of phosPhates
and about 9OO OOO tons in L975.
early 1980.
syria is thought to Possess quantities
of'exploitable iron ore, and a substancial
be associated with Syriafs phosphates
GDP
the
p.i.
the
5.2.\t
Production of crude oil started in 1968 with a total output of t !1 tons.
Since then production gradually increased reaching 1O M tons in 1.976. Although
Syrian crude oil is of 1ow quality, due to its high sulphur contentr so far no
serious difficulties have been encountered in the uarketing of it, and oil
exports have become since 1974 the most important foreign exchange earner,
accounting for over 7O Z of total exports. Recentty Syria changed attitude to
foreign participation to oil exploration which, since the beginning, was reserved
to the Syrian Oil Conpany only with some Soviet assistance. The knowledge that
Syria has 75 OOO kn2 of land offering good prospects for oil exploration, and
that only 5OO kn2 have so far been explored, has induced the Syrian authorities
to open up the country to foreign exploration firns in joint ventures with
Syrian interests. Recently, the Government offered a dozen on-shore oi1 conces-
sions for international bidding. Although it is too early to draw any conclusions,
prospects are favourable to the extent that recently OPEC is due to consider
Syriaf s application for meurbership.
The main Syrian refinery is situated in Homs.. The 1973 Jom Kippur war
extensively danaged the refinery installations. These, after having been repaired
by the beginning of L975, were further expended in L976 to a capacity of over
5 M tons p.a. A second refinery with a capacity of 6 M tonsr is under corrstruc-
tion at Banias on the Syrian coast.
lLt
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5.2.2. Manufacturing
In atl four Syrian plans, industry has been regarded as the spearhead of
the countryrs development. A large and diversifi'ed investment prograurc contri-
buted to its growth which is clearly reflected irn the rapid rise of the contri-
bution of the sector to GDP (see Table 1)'
Since'the nid-sixties, when the main industrial units were nationalized,
a1.1 important manufacturing establishments have been grouped into three main
rtunionstt (textile, food, chemical and engineering) under the control of the
t{i.nistry of Industry. The tota!. output of the industrial units bglonging to the
unions is over 65 Z of the countryrs industrial production. Ttre private sector'
which appears to be revitalizing in t""poo". to the recent liberalization Progralr
me favouring private initiative, is conposed nainl-y of smatl industrial units
of the family and handicraft type (69 Z of output produced units of tess than
1O workers).
lhe structure of the manufaeturing sector (see Table L2) clearty reveals
the iuportance of the agro-based industries and it eruphasises the tinkages that
exist between the developrnent of the sector and the volume and type of agricul-
tural output. Over 3O Z of the manufacturing output is generated in the food and
tobacco processing sector. Another third of the value added is produced by yarn
and textile industrial units processing donestically produced cotton. Chemicals,
cenent, glass and other products share the remai.ning value added of the sector.
In spite of the rapid growth of outputl ther sector has suffered fron a
series of problems ranging from excessive centr€llisation, unsatisfactory coordi-
nation in the planning process accompanied by a shortage of skilled oanpower
ofcen responsible for the frequent delays in thei inplenentation of the large
public sector projects on which the growth of m:rnufacturing heavily depended.
The large nilitary effort deeply affected the growth of the sector by taking
alray scarce resources chiefly in terms of capit:rl and skilled manpower.
The destructions caused by thd rrars were usua111p made good by very promPt repair
works but, if in the short term they managed to keep the vatue added flowing,
they deeply affeeted and considerably slowed dorm the long term growth of manu-
facturing. The uncertain, and at times hostile attitude to private initiatives
that characterized Government pblicies up to L9?2, stopped the najority of
private sectorts new ventures causing a flight iabroad of capital and talents.
t1.Tt-
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Table '12
PRODUCTION OF TIIE MAIN MANUTACTURING INDUSTRIBS
rN 1971-197s
Types of industry Unit L97s Index (a)
A - Food industrres
Canning
Olive oil
Vegatable oil
Margarine
Biscuits
Macaroni
Sugar
Chocolate
Alcohol tiquids
Tobaccor Tombac
B - Textile industries
Cotton yarn
Wool yarn
Silk yarn
tloolen cloth
Silk and Cotton textiles
Wool carpets
Silk carpets
Stockings
Underwear
Ginned cotton
C - Chenical industries
Rubber shoes
Plastic shoes
Fertilizers (Azotic)
Paints
Sobp
Cement
D - Eneineerine industries
Liquid qases
Glass pioducts
Refrigerators
I{ashing machines
T.V. sets
Liquid batteries
ton
ton
toD
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
Mil.
toD
ooo
ooo
oo0
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo .
ooo
meters
ooo
ton OOO
M2 000
M2 000
Dozen OOO
Dozen OOO
ton O0O
!1i1. pairs
Mi1. pairs
ton O0O
ton OOO
tou OO0
ton OOO
9.8
33.2
22.2
6.7
3.9
6.O
117.1
1.3
L2.6
6.7
3L.7
t.2
2.O
1 536
36.7
287
531
L 373
L 274
141.5
L72
150
85
92
. 170
111
90
L44
L77
L52
t26
L84
135
163
L37
90
L70
L67
279
111
319
3s5
135
67
80
L28
ton OOO
ton OOO
ton 0OO
ton
Dt! ooo
ton OOO
one
one
. set
one
o.6
3.1
86
4.L
2g.g
994
:r{.X
52 108
L7 9L4
39 065
81 521
60
t?t
L24
L24
to9
t>3
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The movement towards liberalizing the pri.vate sector, started in L9'72,
has stowly gathered momentum, but up until nour had a noticeabte iurpact ornly
on construction. It is however felt that businessmen begin to gain confirlence,
and as soon as the Government gives m6re clear indications in which industries
it wishes the private sector to invest, it can be expected that Syrian capitals
and talents will return,
5.2.3. Power
The available power capacity of Syria reached 4 O32 Ml,I in L977 and ,on the
whole the development of power generation managed to keep pace with the
domestic demand of etectricity growing at a rate of over L2 7 p.a. Electricity
generation is based on hydro poner for approxi-nately 40 Z of the total available
capacity, while the remaining 60 Z is based on gas and oil fired plants
The sector, since the nid 1960rs has undergonei a drastic reorganisation which
has unified the national network up until then, fragmented into a number of
isolated power systems. Over 45 Z of the poner: generated is absorbed by the in-
dustrial sector.
5.3. Tourism
Syria, in spite of possessing a number of unique tourist attractious, has
effectivel-y opted .out of the boom in world tourism that has taken place in
the last decade, and the sector has started to grort onLy from the early l97O's.
During the t95Ors, entry to the country becap,e increasingly difficuLt, and the
conseguent drop in the number of visitors, coupled with the difficulties that
the private sector was facing, discouraged any investment in tourism. liince
1973 however, Syria'has changed attitude towards tourism and it has began
to encourage its development, soon realizing, howeverr that the lack of
suitable hotel accomaodationsscared away a la.rge number of possible visitors.
The number of tourists entering Syria ha.s increased steadiLy since 1973,
when 450 OOO came, reaching 618 OOO Ln 1974 a,nd 580 OOO Last year. llotel
accornmodations amount to 18 OOO beds, most of which require radical innpva-
tion. The shortage of hotel accomodatioqshais recently been made more acute
by the Lebanese refugees who tend to occupy scarce hotel rooms on a lo;ng
term basis.
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5_.{, Transport and co.ggrunigaEions
Value added generated : 8 Z of GDP
Employment : 47of thetotal
Growth z7.lZp.a.
Investment received :13.2 % of the national gross capital formacion.
The transport seetor in Syria has a particularly prominent position
in the overall development of the country, not only because the transit oil
pipelines provide sizeable revenues, but also because, due to the country's
geographical position and its lirnited coast line, the national road and rail
systems have to be carefully integrated in a wider internationaL network of
transport. This is particularly true in,the sorrthern part of Ehe counEry which
not only lies within the hinterland of the port of Beirut, but iC is also
crossed by a sizeable transit road and rail trarfic coming from Jordan and
Iraq and bound to Beirut.
Highways are the most important node of transport in Syria carrying
approximately 95 7" of t]ne total national traffic expressed in tons or passen-
gers/km. Syriats highway netrrork comptises about.14 O00 km of which approxi-
mately lO O0O km are priuary bituuenized roads. The total number of road
vehicles in Syria has on average risen at a rate of 4 7" p.a. reaching a total
of approxinately 65 OOO units in 1974.
The Syrian railways consist of two systems of different gauge with a
total length of over 1 300 km. The narrow gauge system (3O7 krn) connects Beirut
to Amnan via Damascus. The standard gauge system extends over aPProximately
t OOO km from the port of Lattakia to the Turkish border via Aleppo. The
network is being at present considerably expanded to improve the connection
of the eastern part of the country with the ports of Lattakia and Tartous.
Syriars main general cargo ports are Lattakiarwith an annual traffic of
t.3 !f tons,and Tartous with an annual traffic of 0.8 M tons. Both porgs are
being expanded : the former to reach an annual capacity of 3 M tons and the
latter to attain a capacity of 2.5 M tons. Banias is a deep rtarer tanker port
capable of hindl-ing over 20 M tons p. a. of Iraqui oil punped through the Iraqui
Petroleum Cornpanylpipeline crossing in an East-West direction the Syrian terri-
tory and feeding with crude oil the refinery at Homs. A second pipelirre, coming
from the Saudi Arabian borderr'crosses the southern part of the country to termi-
nate at Saida in the Lebanon. At present, the Iraqui pipeline is temporarily
inoperative, {ue to a dispute between Syria and Iraq over transit dues.
labour force
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Air transport operations in Syria are centr,ed around the ner* airport in
Damascus, conpleted in 1969. ft can accomodate the largest aircraft in service.
Traffic in Damascus has increased. at a rate of '7 /" p.a. reaching the level of
0.5 N passengers per annun.
6. F\rture plospects
Syria is at present implementing the fourth Development Plan covering
the period between 1977 to 1980. The text of the PIan however, although alreaCSr
approved. by Government, is not yet available having been subject, rn the last
few months, to several changes including a drastic reduction in the overall plan
expenditure, TIhe predicted. growth of GDP over the Plan perioil is 12 )L p.u. v;hich
is well above that achieved. during the 3rd Plan when the economy enjoyed. in
1973, I)ll, and' 1975 an exceptionally favourable foreign exchange situation.
fndustryr constrrrction and transport, with-growth rates of 16 f" p.u., are envisa-
ged to spearhead. the growth of the economy, while agriculture is predicted. to
grow at a rate of B f" p.a. Table 13 ard Annex 1 show the d.etailed. breakdown of the
envisaged. expend.iture by economic sector and by mLain projects.
The total capital expend.iture envisaged. over the Plan period has recently
been reduced. from 80 B SL to 54 B SL (f4B US $), at current prices or {O B St
at L975 prices. Over l! f" of tl.e to.tal planned investments is assumed to be finan-
ced with d.omestic savin4ts which implies, given the predicted. growth of GDP, a
propensity to save in the region of 28 y'o. Although the historical propensity *"o
save is difficult to assess, d.ue to statistical d.iscrepancies, the available
evidence suggests that domestic savings have been ranging in the last fer"r years
between lo and. L5 /" of cDp. This would. inaicite that the propensity to save
required to fulfill the Planrs target is well above that achieved in the past
whichr coupled with the-optimistic GDP growth assumption, would tend. to indicaie
that the implementation of the Planrs investment progranrne rnay require a level of
external resources much larger than that envisaged,. on the assump-
tion that through restrictive Government pohcies,, it would. be possible to
increase the propensity to save up to 20 /", tbe external requirements woul4 ber
approxirnately l.J B US $ p.a. Although it is diflticult to speculate as to
whether the required aids wj.ll be forthcoming, it is possible to say that if
grants do not materialize, the external situation of the country will deteriolate
and. the present debt service ratio of 10 f" wirl- rapidly increase,
Beside all the above consid-erations of fineuncial character, the plan
appears to be over-optimistic from a physical poirrt of view as well. This is
because the i.nvestments envisaged. by the PIan involve a rapid implementaiion c,f
a number 0f projects that at present do not appear to have reached a suffie^ient];,,
:dvanced. stage of preparation.
)2+
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: If -the Plants objectives appear-to be difficult to achieve, some
optimism is however justified. The anbitious investment progratrme in the
agricultural sector, even if it suffers inevitable delays and setbacks, should
graduatly decrease the dependence of agriculture on rainfall. Ttris shoultl
avoid the periodical deficits in the !:ountryrs food grain production, and
should go a long way to stabitize farmst output on which the agro-based indus-
trial sector depends.
'fire prospects for a eontinued fast growth in the industrial sector are
favourable, especially if the general movement towards the liberalisation of
trade, foreign exchange regulations and private initiatives, is capable of
bringing back Syrian capitals and talents that fled the countr.y in the nid-
sixties. This is already happening in the construction sector which has enjoyed
a rapid expansion fuelled by a numb"t oi new private ventures financed with
external capitals. For cotton and phosphates, Syria is rapidly following a
world side trend ained at liuiting the exports of unprocessed domestic raw
materials. To fulfil this objective, sufficient spinning capacity will be
provided domestically to etiminate, by 1980, all exports of raw cotton, and
the rapid development of the fertilizer industry should go a long nay to nini-
mize the exports of unprocessed phosphates.
The presently existing light industry (engineering, paper products,
tractors, refrigeretors and television assenbly) is expected to rapidly increase
its output with the establishment of 5 free zones, located close to the Syrian/
Jordan border and in the vicinity of Damascus, Lattakia, Tartous and Homs.
the proxinity of Syria to the Gulf narkets, its availability of manpower and
the presence of a reasonably large domestic market, should constitute important
additional assets favouring the development of the manufacturing and food proces
sing sectors. Furthermorerthe chronic labour deficit situation in the wealthy
&rlf states should provide ptenty of employnent opportunities for Syrians thus
generating a steady inflow of foreign exchange. The favourable prospects of new
oi1 findings, the development of the phosphates deposits and possibly those of
iron ore, should in the future, go some way towards helping the balance of the
trade account which however will likely show, fot a few years to come, a subs-
tantial deficit.
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The noderate optimism exptessed above however, in addition to the
continuation of the trend towards the liberalisation of private initiatives,
a.s well as measures aimed at improving projectst'preparation and implementa:tion
is conditional to a rapid and permanent settlem,ent of the politieal situation of
the area. This not only wiLL enable the Governoen! to divert towards productive
activities a large amount of resources (16 7. of GDP) at present spent on dlefence,
but it would also contribute to re-establish a climate of confidence necesisary
to fuLly exploit the countryrs economic potentiaL.
,lTx
-v: Annex A
Level of investments and. major prospects by sector over the 19??/1900 Plan
Table
as envisaged.
13
by
shows the breakd.own by economic sector of the planned investments
the Fourth Plan .
2.1 Agriculture
Growth of vaLue added (/"p.".)
Plan Investments (l sr)
y'o of total plan expenditure
B.o
L2.9
23.9
Investments in the agricultural sector are d.ominated by the Euphrates basin
d.evelopment progranrne that wilJ. absorb over 8 1,1 SL. The Euphrates progranxne
includes a large variety of projects ranging from land reclamationr water
d.istribution, settlement programmes, training, extensionr etc.
Outsid.e the Euphrates basin development, an ad.d.tional 2'f SL are ear-
marked for irrigation and water resources development including dams and bonifi-
cation works in the Orontes basini on the basin of the Alkhabir river in +,he
North of the countryi and on the river Khabur in the north east part of Syria.
The remaining 2.9 M SL are earmarked. for a series of projects aimed at
the development of crops and animal husbandry. The Plan aims at increasing by
over fO f, tne cereal prod.uction and at achieving selfsufficiency in animal
proclucts such as meat, milk and eggs. llhile it is not envisaged' to increase the
production of cotton (predicted. to rematn constant at 400 OO0 tons p.a.), the
volume of the output of fruits and vegetables is planned to 6lrow over the Plan
period by over 70 f", chiefly to provide the basic imports to a growing canning
industry.
2.2 fndustry
Growth of value added (f" p.^-) fl.a
PIan investments (l sr) 11.3
y'o of toIal. Plan exPenditure 2O'B
The programme of industrial develbpment envisaged by the Plan embraces
the following sectors :
lzq,f
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Chemicals : J new fertilizer plants of a 0.6 M tons capacity each,
2 superphosphates factories, 2 glass factories, one paper anC ore
tyre manufacturing plants,
Textiles : B new factories spinning and weaving domestically grown cotton
and in some cases, producing rea$r made clothing.
Cement : 11 new plants bri.nging the domestic capacity of cement produc'bion
from 1.2 !1 tons to ? 1,1 tons.
Food processing:one brewery, several fruits and veptables eanning plants, and
d sugar refining factories 
_designed to achieve selfsufficiency
of refining capacity by 1!80.
I'Iining : the Plan envisages to increase the present output of phosphates,
at present around, 1.2 l,l tons, to 3lrl tons by 1980.
Powel : projects included. in the PLan envisage the construction of power
plants increasing the overall poner generation of the corrntry
by approximately 5 000 LIWr approximately 40 f" of the increase
will be tgrdrobased. An extensive prograrnme of eleetrification of
rural areas is also envisaged.
2.3 Petroleum and fuels
Plan ex.penditure (n Sf)
/o of total plan expend.iture
Crowth of value ad.ded (f" p.u,)
PIan investments (f Sf)
fo of total plan expenditure
B.o
1.4.7
Oil prod.uction is envisaged to remain over the Plan period, arounri the
present level of production ranging between ! ancl 10 l.f tons p.a. A new refinery
with a capacity of approximately 5 l'1 tons is planned at Banias, bringing the
countryrs total refining capacity to well over 11 M tons.
Gas prod.uction is pred.icted to start bV I9?9/BO with a total output o{'
approximately 2J0 ld mJ p.a.
2.1 lransport
16.4
5.1
10.4
\\o
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The PIan includ.es several highway projects and a few transport studies
at present being d.efined.
In the raiLways transport sectorr_ the Plan envisages an ambitious exten-
eion and renewal programrne, together with a standardisation of the railways systen
on one gauge only. The port system of Syria is also undergoing a wid.e programrne
of expansion. The facilities of the port of tattakia are being rapidly expanded
with a construction of a new breakdown and8 new deep water berths. The capacity
of the port will. reach { I,l tons p.a. by the end of the Plan period. The port
of Tartous is also undergoing an important extension programme that should.
increase its capacity to ove:: 3.1 1! tons. The ports development programme are
at present being entirely financed. by Russian dids.
TabLe 13 : FOURTII PLAI{ : SECTORAL INVESTMENTS
(U.S.L, current prices)
Agriculture (l )
Industry (2)
Energy and fuels
Transport and comunications
Tfade and COtntnerCe
Housing and public utilities
Services radministration, others
12,938
11,289
7,986
5,636
1,144
I,O85
7,086
54,164
23.9
20.8
r4.7
lo.4
2.2
t4.9
r3.l
loo.o
Source : State Planning Co"'mission
(1) Including irrigation and the Euphrates project.
(2) Including manufacturing, nining, eiectricity' water and gas
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Annex 2 : I{AINtl . EXPORTS
Raw eotton
lfoo1
Lentils
Fruits and-vegetables
Oil cakes
Live aninaLs
Tobaeco
Hides and skins
Textiles
Phosphates
Crude oil
u.s.b
305
t5
24
.29
25
7l
t8.
9
69
130
r970
z
43.7
2.r
3.4
4.0
4.1
lo.2
2.6
1.3
lo.o
r 8.6
u.s.E
439
30
t8
37
t3
l3
8l 
.
23
203
56
2 371
t975
7.
t 3.3
t.o
o.5
t.l
o.4
o.4
2.5
o.7
6.2
1.7
72.2
Annex 3 :
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MAIN SYRIAN IMPORTS
u.s.b
60
22
40
236
t07
t90
4l
29
l2l
. 208
r74
64
z
4.6
1.7
3.1
r8.3
8.3
t4.7
3.2
2.2
9.4
r 6.o
13.6
4.9
loo.0
E==AE
M.S.E
r25
83
427
520
357
842
93
t42
360
889
929
':u
loo.o
z
2.2
t.5
7.6
9.2
7.O
t4.9
r.6
2.5
6.4
r5.9
r6.5
,:.,
133:3
t33
t970 r975
Fruits and vegetables
Live aninals, meats
Sugar
Other foodstuff
Fuels' '\)
Chenicals
Woods and w_ood products
Paper and paper products
Textiles
Metal'and uetal products
tdachines and equiprnent
Transpogt equipment
Others
| 292
SEeg=
5 633
